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1 PPP Project Outline 
The aim of the project 'Personalized Plan-Based Presenter' ('PPP) is to explore and de-
velop innovative presentation techniques for future intelligent user interfaces. The central 
issues of the project are: 
• Planning Multimedia Presentation Acts 
A presentation system not only has to synthesize multimedia documents, but also 
has to plan how to present this material to various users. One objective of the PPP 
project is to emulate more natural and efficient presentations by using an animated 
character as a presenter who will show and explain the generated material. 
• Interactive Multimedia Presentations 
Since it is impossible to anticipate the neecls and requirements of each potential 
user , a presentation system shOldel allow for user interact.ion. The PPP system 
responels to follovv-up questions about the domain as weil as to meta coml11ents on 
the presentation act. 
• Monitoring the Effectiveness of a Presentation 
In order to find out whether the use r has really understood an instruction , a system 
must monitor the effects of its presentation. One way of getting feedback is using 
a data bus to physically connecteel technical devices, which are to be manipulated 
by the user, with the presentation system. Based on such a connection, the PPP 
system keeps t.rack of the user'::; behavior and continuously adapts its presentations 
to the current situation. 
• Providing a Firm Representational Founelat.ion 
In oreler to allow for easy aelaptations of new elomains, representational techniques 
flexible anel powerful enough to support a \Viele range of applications ha\·e to be 
employccl. further, these representCl t.iont.echniques shotdeI be accompanieel by ap-
propriate reCl.5oning tcchniqucs t.hClt support the implementation of the mulrimeeliCl 
presen tation sys tem. 
Presentation design can be viewecl as a relatively unexplored area of common-sense rea-
soning. Unlike most research on COI1lI1lOI1-sensp reasoning to date, the PPP project does 
not eleal wiLh metaeloma.in research on general elesign principles, hut focuses on formal 
methoels carturing so me of the reasoning in thc design· space of presentations for specific 
anel rea.listic domains. The development of an interactive, multimeelia presentation system 
requires efforts from various research areas sllch as plClnning, knowledge representation. 
constraint proccsSlllg, nCltmal language . allel kno\\"leelge-based graphie> generation 
2 PPP Project Description 
2.1 The Need für Interactive Multimedia Presentatiün Sys-
tems 
Rapid progress in technology for informat.ion processing, storing, distribution, anel dis-
playing is paving the way for the information society of the next century. lt is one thing 
t.o have great potential in produ cing alld accessing vast amount.s of information , but 
quite another to make information available to human users in a profit.able way. Since 
present.ation of information is becoming more and more crucial in an expanding field 
of a.pplications, intelligent presentation systems are needed as important building block s 
for the next generation of user interfaces. Such prese ntation syst.ems should be able to 
ge nerate interactive multimedia presen tations in order to account. for : 
• Adapl:ivit!J 
Interactive multimedia presentation syst.e ms tran s lat.e from t.he nano\\' output chan-
nds providecl by most. of t.hc current. application systems int.o high-bandwiclt.h COI11-
l11unications t.ailored to the individual user. The nee d far adaptation ,is based on t.h e 
fad that it is impossible to anticipat.e t.11e nee ds and requirel1len ts of e ach pote nt.i a l 
user in an infinit.e number of presentation situations. In an intelligent presentation 
system like PPP d esign decisions concerning the present.at.ion can be postponed 
unLiI runt.ime and all part.s of the present.ation can be generateel on thc fly and so 
cllstol1lizeel for t.he int.ended t.arget: audience and situation. 
• E.ffecfiven ess 
In many sit.uations, informat.ion is prestcl1t.e cl ef{lcient.ly anel effect.i vely only through 
CI. pa.rLiCldar cOl1lbinat.ion of COllll1l1lJlic.atioll modes. For ex ample, when explail1ing; 
110W 1.0 use CI. technical c1evice , hUl1l a llS will oft-ell ut.ilize a. c0111bination of language 
anel gra.phics. It. is a rare illsLruct.ioll Ill a 111.1 a I that eloes not contain illust.rations. 
Mull.inwdi a presentat.ion systems t.ake advantage oi bot.b tiJe individu a l st.rellgtll 
of ccl ch cOl1lmllnicat.ion m ed iulll anti thc fact lhat several media can be elllployecl 
ill parC\llel, e.g., natural language allel gra pllics to proeluce ,1 fiexibk allcl eHlcient 
informat.ion present.at.ion. 1\l10reover, facilit.ies of modern computer (.("chnology pro-
viele t.h c pot.ent.ial t.o generat.e aelvancccl prese nt,at.ions that go beyond Ihe lin (' <H. 
sta.t:ic nat.ure imposecl Gy paper- print.ecl dOCU!l1ClltS. Sxarnples are hypereloC1ll1lent ~ . 
simult.a.neously cOl1l!l1ent.eel animation, int(~ ractive graphics, allel virt.ual realities : Ir 
carefully clesigne cl, these presentatiolls ,viii be !1l11ch lllore efl'ecti vE' thall p res c llta-
tions basecl Oll traclit.iona.l t.echuiques, c.g. , hardcopi es , coulcl evc r be . 
• Rrrld'ivit!J 
fixed prese nta.t.ions such as paper printecl .clO Clllllent.s provicle onl)' a olle-way f'~­
change of illforma.t.ion. Since a. USf'r con["rollt.ecl wit:h a llon-inte ractive clOClll1lPllt is 
lost whe n he eloes not unclers tallcl an insl'luction , it woulcl be l1111ch better 10 a. llo\\· 
for feedba.ck from thc user. Prohahlv tlJ(' grf'a\es(, o ppor t.ulliry ([n illter Clc li\ '(' l11ul-
t.inwcli,t presclltatioll provieles lies ill tll(' gCIH'ldli/, (üioll of nwtlloc!s. \\'lli ch gCllf'ratc 
coopcntLiv<.' res ponses Ln f"ollow-l.lji q~lcsliollS ill IICl.t.unt! 1'1.11g11rlge didlog '; \ ·.-; \.ClllS. 10 
t1IC h!"Oa<!('r (I 01 11<1. i II 01" lllllliilll()<!dl ('()llJIlllllli «It. iOII. i'v[oreO\·l' l". ill ,'I S() IJlli Sli«(1ll 'd 
1. 
presentat.ion system the user coulcl even criticize the ongoing presentation . . -\.part 
from direct user interaction, t.he present.ation system cOlild also obtain indirect feed-
back on the user's reaction to a presentation. This would make sense especially in a 
maintenance and repair application where the presentation system instruct s a user. 
Based on an evaluation of the user's physical behavior after he h as rece ived instruc-
tions, the presentation system will be able to keep track of the relevant behavior of 
the user, monitor the effect.iveness of the presentation anel continuously adapt i ts 
presentations to the current situation. 
• Consistency 
Int.elligent presentation systems guarantee the consist.ency over several present a-
tions. This is llseful especially in technical elocument.ation since companies \\·i11 not 
have to waste time anel money in designing similar instruction manuals again and 
again after small product changes. 
Rapidly expaneling activities in intelligent multimedia interfaces pro\'icle eviclence lhat 
the importance of mult.imedia in human-computer commllnication has been \\'ell recog-
nized world-wide. TiIere are !lew funding programs currently in prepararion , e.g .. in es.-\. . 
Japan, ami France. Universities have foundeel mult.imedia groll ps (e.g .. j\tIIT i\Iedia Lab. 
Stanforel University, UC Berkeley). Industrial interest and support ha\'e been 5ho\\'n by 
nearly alilarger companies (e.g., Apple, IBM, Microsoft, SUN, Inte l, NeXT, and Siemens). 
In Japan the Human Int.erface Laborat.ories at NTT anel the FRIEND 21 project fund ecl 
by all major compcl.l1ies are the elriving force behinel the research in this area. Specialized 
new conference series have been set up , e.g., IJ CA 1-89 \Vorkshop on ; A N e\\' Cenera-
tionof Intelligent Int.erfaces' (cf. [Arens et (/I., 1989]), ACM Syrnposia on 'User Interfa ce 
Software anel Technology ' (UIST , cf. confereren ce proceeelings 1988-1992), Illt elll<-ttiona l 
Workshop on ' Int.elligent User Int.erfaces' (cf. [Sullivan anel Tyler, 1991]), Workshop on 
'Task Coml11unicatiqn t.hrough Natural Langllage and Graphics' (cf. [Badler anel \\'eb-
her, 1090]) , NATO Workshop on 'Com putational Theories of COl11l11unicatioll alld thc ir 
Applications' (cf. [Ortony et ul. , 1902]), AAAI-91 \Vorkshop on 'Intelligent Multim ed ia 111-
terfaces ' (cf. [Maybury, 1992]), International Workshop on 'Aspects of .-\. lltol1lated \" atura l 
Language Generat.ion' (cf. [Dale d ul., 1992]), anel Advanced Visual Interfaces \\'ork;:;hotJ 
(AVI, cf. [Costabile et ul., 1992]). Furt.hermore a ne\V ACL sp ecial int erest grollp O ll 111-
telligent. Multimedia Interfaces has been establishecl anel the firs t internationa l book O ll 
' Intelligent Mult.imedia Interfaces ' will lw [Jubli'shed by AAAI Press ([\Iaybury. lCJC)'] ]) 
For the next Internat.ionalJoint Conferenceon Artificial Intelligence, IJCAI-93, a palle l O ll 
'Instrllct.ions allel Language' ha s been organizeel by Prof. \Nebber (UPenn) allel the PPP 
t.eall1 has been invited t.o prepaw a cont.riblltion on mliitimoelal in st ructions fOI thi ::; panel 
cliscussion. Finally, in Saarbücken two spin-off com-panies have been founcleel by former 
membels of Prof. \Vahlster's research group, that clevelop, seil anel deploy mlilrimodal 
interfaces. The BQ company elevelopeel various multimodal information systems for Son,' 
alld 11111\t.imodal entert.ainment. systems for Philips and Ravensburger. The Trans\[ odul 
company seils an int.elact.ive mliitimoclal interface to t.he DOS operating syste m ( DOS-
MAN) that inb:~glat.es natural lallguClge Clne! pllll-doWIl menus. 
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Figure 1: On-line Presentation Acts 
2.2 Main Goals of the Project 
2.2.1 Planning Presentation Acts 
It cannot be elenieel that the success of human-llllm2l1l comll1unication depends esse ]:' 
on thc rhetorical anel didactical skills of tll<:' speaker or presE'nter . However, little 2111.1 ' :, 
has been paid to this aspect ofcomputer-b2lsecl pre."entation systems. Up to now, rc" " " : '~; ; 
has mainly eoncentratecl on content selection anel eontent eneoeling_ Altho\'lgh 1111111 !1:." :,,! 
cloc\ll11enLs which are synthesized Gy these ." ,\-stem:::; rnay be coherent and even tailo!\ ',: 
uscr's s[wcinc neecls, the presentation as a \\'hole may fail because the generated lllc' ' : :;. 
has not been presented in an app ealing wa,\-_ Such situations can often be observcd 
multimcdia output is distributed on nume roLl s \\-indO\ys , and the user himself 11111" 
out lto\\' 1:0 navigate through the presenrrttion. 
More cfTi c ient presentations are E'xpee ted \\·hell 1l5ing an animated character call\?d ::':'i' 
which will play the role of a presenter, sho\\'ing _ eommenting and explaining tbe gel1 ~' :, 
nFllcriCll Tltus the system shoulcl be able (0 plall prl':::entations as weIl as presentari\): 
cL!l<1 L!J('ir temporal coordination_ Thi s is e ~ anl y \\;,(11 ,,;peakers have to do \\-hell pl( ' ; ,' 
a t.alk_ TllCY have to produce 01' select th e I11Cllcri ?.i tu be presented anel to pli'tll \<. , 
s,,)' (\ 1 \\-llieh point. Note that such a prf' ~e llt(tl iell: sys tem \\'oulcl support l wo 01 )1' 
Il10clcs. firstly, ie can be usecl fOl the gener,d;ioll Cl; on-line screen presentarion s , " 
a maillt.cnance and repair domain _ Secondly, il « (\11 ser\'e as a presentation tu(w 
assisls a human speaker when preparing a (211 1-;, 111 tllis c.a se, a generated presenLI ; :" 
cOI1siderccl as a proposal for presenting t.he synrhc." izecl t.e~(-picture combination;; 
fig\l\'c 1 shows the con\'ersational sf'tt.ing \\-hi eh i:; assumeel in ppp, In tl1c c:-: ,c, 
th c s\-stcm instructs the user in conncctillg the i',:!nrcr \\-it h his notebook. In 0 \' ( : 
a ccoI11plisll thi s task , the system has 10 C(\!TY oUl 1 lw follol':ilrg presentation a.cLs: 
p-i'tct-l: Show picture-l. 
p-acl.-2: Say "Insert the connector" _ 
p-ac!-:3: Say: "Take ci'tre not to ben cl tlle liillS:' 
p-ad - l Point t.o pict.ure-object-:2 in pi C1LllC' -1. 
III cC>lllr<l sL 1'0 c:-:isting pre scntrtJio:: sys l (':1)' l ib , \\· l P. PPP !clil' s Oll a11 c:-: l'h'l' '-'." 
tation of temporal relationships betvveen presentat.ion acts. For example. \\'e musr express 
that a pointing gesture and speech output shoulcl start 01' finish at. the same time. The 
following plan for the above presentation acts could be formldated by using. for. example, 
Allen's interval-baseel temporal logic: 
(AND (DURING p-act-3 p-act-l) 
(BEFORE p-act-2 p-act-3) 
(DURING p-act-4 p-act-l) 
(DURING p-act-2 p-act.-l) 
(OR (OVERLAPS p-act-2 p-act-4) 
(DURING p-act-4 p-act-2) 
(FINISHES p-act-4 p-act-2))) 
An important object.ive of PPP is to represent these temporal relat.ionships in the frame-
work of a terminologicallogics anel to use the PPP knowledge representarion formalism 
for representing clomain plans as weil as presenLüion plans. 
2.2.2 Interactive Multimedia Presentations 
It is obvious that apresentel' cannoL always have a detailed model of each indi vidual 
conversational partner. Often the present.er's assumpt.ions about the wanrs and beliefs of 
his audience are incomplete or even inconcct. Consequently, hUl1lans sometime::: do not 
understand an instruct.ion 01' they are rarely satisnecl with the present.ation. In such cases, 
it is quite na.tural to ask follo\V-up quest.ions or t.o crit.icize the style of the presenrat.ion. 
In order to emulate t.he l11ultimodal interact.ioll t.hat. occurs between humans PPP supports 
user interaction by taking a.dvantage of hyperllleclia techniques. In particular, in rhe PPP 
system the user ca.n interrupt the system ancl ask questions about t.he presenration already 
generated anel change generation p<l.ramel:ers c!ming thc present.at.ion , e.g .. hy c\t'Illancling 
the system to change the level of eletail or the speed of the cunent prcsenration. 
In Figure 2(a) tbe user click::; on a paxl 01" a gellerat.ed hypergraphics. Tllus. t hc pre-
sentation is interruptecl to ofter the user a menu of possible follow-up questioll:3. The 
items on the men~l are generat.ecl by t.he prescnLation system in a conLext-sensiri\'e \Vay. 
Figure 2(b) illllstrates how t.he user crit.icizes the ongoing present.ation. He click::: on the 
anil11at.ed character and obtains options 10 change the present.ation st.ylt' 
Such situat.ions reqllire the system 1.0 revise thc initia.l present.atioll plall . This includes 
insert.ing new subplan~, reinst.anLiatillg variables 01" reOl'dering goals. To enable imme-
diate react.ions t.o llnexpect.ed sit.uat.ions 1.0 Lake place , planning Clllel executioll 1l111 S t. be 
int.erleavecl , 
In PW, we see dialogues as reslllt.ing flom t.he plans ancl t.he goals o[ tht' partlclpants. 
The RST-based planner developed in t.he WIP projC'ct will provide t.he basis for exrensions 
towards dynamic interactivepresentat:ions. 
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Figure 2: (a) Asking Follow-Up Questions, (b) Criticizing the Presentation Style 
2.2.3 Monitoring the Effectiveness of a Presentation 
~ilost approaches in the automat.ic present.at.ion o f information do not consider the llS-
er's reaction to a presentation . However, this is a severe limitation for most applicatioll 
scenarios where the presentation syst.em has t.o cornmunicate instructions, which I1111Sr 
be carried out on-line by a user. In such an environment, problem solving becomes all 
i tera t.i ve process involving the user, t.he application, and the p~'esentation system (cf. 
Figure 3(a) ). Tbe presentation system must. get feedback as to whether the user really 
understood t.he instructions in order t.o monitor the effectiveness of presentations and t.o 
cont.inuollsly adapt these presentat.ions to tbe current situation. A visual observation of 
the user's physical behavior after he has rece ived ins t ructions could provide the neceSS<H.' 
informat.ion. However, this would require a sophisticated vision system which unfor t ll-
nately is not available to date. An alternative is to physically connect the presentatioll 
system wit.h the device to be manipulat.ecl via a data bus. This seems to be a more 'realist.ic 
alternative since data buses for technical devices are al ready available in many working 
areas. Such a situation is exemplified in Figure 3(b). In this case, the presentation sys tem 
. pro\'ides on-line help in maint.aining a print c>. L By using the data bus, the presentat:i o ll 
system recei ves information about \vhet.her inst.ructions are carried out as intended . Sillce 
in PPP \ve \\' ill concentrate on present.at.ion issues, we do not aim on diagnosis for troubl t'-
shout.ing in t.he application domain. In place of a diagnosis component, we will exploit 
status reports of the connected hardware in order t.o trigger predefined domain plans for 
problem solving. Of course, the integrat.ion of diagnosis components, e.g., an expert sys-
tem for the diagnosis of printer problems such as the IL-UNIXPERT (cf. [Lessel and Boley. 
1987]) would be a reasonable augmentat.ion . 
This application scenario also illustrates the need for reactive planning since existing plalls 
have to be ftexibly modified to adapt. t.hem to the new situation. 
2.2.4 Providing a Firm Representational Foundation 
Building a multimedia presentation syst.em that can be used for more than one appli-
cation domain requires the use of representational techniques wh ich are powerful all el 
flexible enough to cover a \Vide range of possiblc application domains . In addition, t.!t (' se 
techniques shoulcl be accompanied by appropria tc reasoning techniques that support: tlw 
6 
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Figure 3: (a) Presentation Situation in PW, (b) PPP Application Domain 
implementation of multimedia systems. 
Since one of the design principles bebind PPP is that the theoretical basis of all compo-
nent.s shou ld be sound enough to allO\,v for scaling ur , we will use and combin e only re la-
ti vely mature techniques, such as tree acljoining grammars for naturallanguage genera t ion. 
hi era.rchical planning and RST-theory for presentation planning, constraint-propagation 
techniques for layo ut design, anel terminological logics for the represent at ion of domain 
knowledge. The generation of interactive multimedia presentations creates challenges for 
the representat.ional and reason ing subsystem that. go beyond those usually encounterecl 
in generation sys t ems. For instance, in order to deal with user interaction s that express 
misunderstanclings , tbe sys te m must revise its beliefs about the user beliefs dynamically. 
Furthermore, in oreler to coordinate the presentat.ion with the actions of a user , temporal 
reason ing must bc incorpo rated into thc presenta tion planning task. Finali)', in orele r [0 
allo\\' for conceptually simple ways of representi ng and manipulating the knovv ledge. it 
scem s clesi rabl e to provide a uniform represent.ation for apparently different tasks [har 
are s tructurally similar, such as domain anel presentation knowledge. 
Terminological Logics Terminological logics have been successfully applied in a I1UI<1-
ber of differe nt systems to rep resent imporLanL parts o[ the application domain . Basicalh. 
th ese logics provicle a functionali ty orferec! by most semant ic network form a li sms eXlcnded 
by t:lle faci lity to a utomatically c!ass/)'y Ilew obj ccts alld concepts. This reason ing senj (l' 
C(lU be exp loited in the context of word-choice , when evaluating the s pecific ity of pre-
sent.at ion s trategies and the ap plicabilit.y of such strategies as weil as in the retrie\'a l of 
presentation plans and canned multimed ia units , such as video clips and graphical ma re-
ri al. Tcnninological logics represent a mature technology which has even been subjen to 
a sta ndardization effort as part of thc "D ARPA I<nowledge Sharing Effort ." These log ics 
will servc as the "representationat hackholle" arouncl which aU other representation itncl 
reasoning se rvices a re centered. 
Reasoning about Action, Change, and Time Reasoning about actions anel time 
takes pl ace (1,t the level of domain pl ans ( representi ng operating instructions , for ii1stan ce) 
allCl at thc level of actual multimedia presentations. In order to represent. ancl to re2.:,o n 
abollt. operating instruction s, it is Ilcecssary to usc some rcpresentational lools th ai: <-.: L' 
abte Lo reprcsent temporal orderings of ad iollS (l nc! the causal relation ships bet\H' l' l1 ..... '-
tions anel st.ak changes. Th c RAT system (whieh is based on I(RIS [Baacle r alld Hollull '!C r. 
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Figure 4: The Architeclure of t.he RAT system 
1991]) developed in the \VIP project proviclcs Cl. firm base for the further developl11ent of 
such a tool (see Figure 4). In particular, we C\nt.i cipate the need to represent more comple>: 
descriptions of the temporal ordering of actions and the need t.o deal with t.he interdepen-
dencies between simultaneously occurring actions. Such extensions are also necessary for 
dealing wit.h the more complex tas\.: of planning interact.ive presentations as described In 
Section 2.2.1. 
Incompleteness and Uncertainty A fmt.her prerequisite for a uniform kno\\·ledge 
reprcsentation and reasoning framcwork for th(~ support of presentation planning concerns 
thc handling of igl10rance about clomain ,wd presentation knowledge. One partiCldar 
type of ignorance, so-called uncertaillty , is illlwrclltly present in interactive presentation 
planning and domain and user mo(leling iln<! deals with those cases in which thc CUtTen\ 
statc of affairs is not completely clelermillcd hut where ,ve have to rely 011 pre feri>11 CeS 
for thc different possibilit.ies. Plalllling a l1lultimedia presentation in complex clomaill s 
means that various possibly gnu/cd use r chcnacteristics (such as trained or untra ined). 
prcfere1lces in the user's task, ranl.:ill.gs ill the cffcctiveness of presentation st.rategies. anel 
pri07'ities on more or less prefcrrecl modes ar(~ involvecl so that the representation formalisl11 
l1111st be able to represent. and combinc 7/llccr/{/:{n {/l1d incomplete information sources or 
tllis kind to allow for decision making. This task also takes into account. knowleclge oC 
categorical exceptiol1S, like, "prefer thc textu al prcsentation unless the user is illit.erate. " 
Uncerta.in knowledge is also present in the automatic graphical layout of multimedia 
presentation [Graf, 1992]. While in thc case of typical business letters there may be 
little doubt about the "best" structmal layout, there may be lot in the case of instruction 
manuals or overhead slicles for presentat.ions. This aspect is closely related to the comple:\" 
positioning problem for multimedia units, wll<'!(, , besidc general consistency requirclllcn( ~ 
and basic design principles , an "aestltct.i cally pka.s ing layout" is also a rcquiremenL. Th ese 
s llbjcctivc crite ria cover "Lypical" desigll c1 c(i~ioll S with regard to presenlation tz\,d, (l ml 
user [nod ei ancl are 7lIcighlcd to allow the 1'onl.-lll!J of constraints in uncler constra inecl cas (:'~ . 
s 
Reasoning about Belief For personalized plan-based presentation. tb e I11 0st il11por-
tant iSSlie is t.he in,{ cractivity of thc planning process, that takes into a(coun!: cri,icisI11s of 
a user and applies revi s ion strategies. If revision of t.he (l11aybe part.ial) presentation plan 
is dee l11 ecl necessary, the represe ntecl knowlul!Je about the user und /l. ser beli ef:;; I11ust be 
taken illto account,. Therefore, represent.ation and reason ing services must be provicled , 
that allow for reasonio!J about beliefs. For example, to detect the more or less probable 
explanations for tbe interaction of the user that allow the revision of the presen tation 
planning process, (weighted) abductive techniques may be appropriat.e. 
-Retrieval of Multimedia Units In t.he automatic layout of multimedia presen tations 
in complex domains generally a large set of representat ional units such as t.ext fragment.s, 
graphics, videos, animation, and virtual reality is employed. Thus the rdrieval 0/ mlllti-
mer!J:a v.nits appears as an important t.ask in knowledge represen t.ation a nd reason ing, 
Closely relat.ed t,o il1f"orIllation ret.rieval is th e potent.ial r eUSt of parts of thi s kn ü\\' lcdge 
ret rie ved. In the fral11 ework of t.hc PPP project , reuse can be viewed as thf' reapplicab ilit.y 
of various kinds of knowledge includinß, e.g . , clesi g n d ecis ions previously macle for part.s of 
tlw cloc ulTIf.nt., knowledge of t.he clocu1l1en t st.ructure, and parts of thc preselltatioll plan. 
Taking presentation planning as an example, reuse of part.s of the present at ioll plan means 
saving time ancl costs and reducing t.he risk of reclundant. and/or partially incon :::ist.ent. 
knowledge . 
Efficient Inference Mechanisms \Nltile t.h e main problems ill desi g lli ng kllci \\'ledge 
represent. a tioll anel rcasoning (KR(\'.R) syst.ems to s upport. multime dia InesclIlorio!l sys-
t.ems are or a cOllccptllal nature, tlw erf1ciency of t.hese system s ca.llllot lw compldely 
ignored. First 0[' all , t.he I(R&R services must be efficient. enough 10 a llow for a n,:(\-
sO llable overall performance of the system. Seconelly, in oreler to permit. scaling up of 
tbc system, algorithms mllst be provicl ecl, such that. the runtime eloes not ullrea "ona bly 
illcrease in t,h e size of the knowleelge base. 
Since most represenlaJion fonnalisl1ls lllust be flexible enollgh \0 de,d \\·itll () \\·idc~ rdllge 
of clifi'erent situCi.t,ions , anel sinee tlw rrdsoning sen·ices llCi,\'e 10 be ]>O\\e rhd ellc):.Igh 1,0 
suppo rt. 1I0n-t.riviil.l t.ask s, IlslIally it is lIol poss iblc 1.0 gnaranl,ce I.llcll Ci 1 \ IV~.J1 :-,\·s t em 
is e ffi cient in all cases. [ndeed , most rcc·lsonillg services thaI. Mt' nc(·'ded to SUppÜIl. for 
illstance , lllult,il1lecliCi presental,iolls are complltationally intractahlc ill ,IH' \\'or::,i ("se. 
Neverthdess, some le vel of per['orlllallce mliSt. be gliarant.eeel for t.lw C,1 ses t.ltat (KeUr in 
practice, 
2.3 Application of Intelligent Presentation Systenls 
There lS Ci growing opplica.t.ioll hase für int.eJli ge ll t int.eract.i\'e lHultimedi a I)rest'lirat.ion 
svs t.ems, Sonw int.eresh ng applications scenarios \\'ill be sketcltc<! Iwlo \\·: 
• Multimedia Instructions 
:\ gooel ('halllpi e ['ot t.lw PPP sys telll dn' illSlrllctioll s COI 1.1)(' Il1c1i llr('II(\I\( e, ~" ' Iv ic e 
<lIId rejl dir oC !.('Clilliccd (l( ~v i(cs. (:O!lI!>ulcr-I)CiSed pre,wlltatioll t('clilliqll<':' j>:ov icle 
1\)01(' elf('d.ive II\('diCl rot' iIISI.t'llcl.ill).', pro pl e ill leIS]..; p('r['()lllldllc(~ sill'(' 111<'\· ('\·":,n ll W 
problems arising from t.he st.abc anel non -interactive nature of conventional techni cal 
d ocument.a.tion. furt.h e rmore, interactivc presentation systems provide a low-cost 
way of allocating personal trainers 1.0 learn c rs. This has already been noted by 
industries, e.g., most car producers have begull introducing multimedia technology 
to train their mechanics (cf. [BDW, 1992] ) . 
• Adaptive Control Panels 
Wit.h increases in the amount of informat.ion th a t must be communicated to the use rs 
of complex t.echnical systems, a corresponding need arises to find new ways to present 
that information flexibly---frnd efficiently. Siemens and Daimler-Benz are developing 
adaptive user interfaces for cont.rol panels in a ircraft cockpits, cars, industrial plants 
and traffic control s tat.ions . They are alreac!y using multimodal systems, but are 
dissati sfied wit.h t.he curren t. leve l of media coordination anel a.daptability. The nex t 
generation of intelligent. contro l[)anels ll1u ~ 1 in clucle the explicit pl anning of sit.uatec! 
a nel tailorecl presentation s. II. is clear lh,1\ PPP\ approach to monitor the eilen of 
presentations via a e1ata bus is very attri1cl.ive in t.he above mentioned applications . 
For t.he nex t generation of Mercecl es C(lr~ a siIlglc c!ata bus will collect information 
about t.hc driver's behavio r, t.hc senso r I1 WaSl1 re m C1ÜS and all critical electronic and 
m ech a ni ca.l pa.rts of thc car , so t.h,ü c1at. a fusion amI l1lultimodal presentat.ion iu 
a Iwnr!s-(fnrl-eyes-lJ7/.sy situation will be (111 esse illial innovation . In particular. t he 
combinat.ion of speech output. coordin<llecl wirh <lnimateel graphics is the \\'a\'(" or 
the future for the corresponding division~ 0(" Siemens amI Daimler-Benz . 
• Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) 
T11 e concep t of t.ailoring present.cüio ll s fo r Lllc user can be seen as an extencl ecl 
vers io n of tlw view cOllcept: ), 1I 0 WII ("rOl11 dal ,) )) ()s<' I.echnology. One step on the \\·ct.\ 
(.0 intellige n(: int.erfaces for cOlll Plll.cl-~llppor tcd C" ollaborative work (CSCW) is \0 
IIse multimocla.l systems like PPP cLS 1)!"('~ c ll! ".l ion expert.s that map fragment s 0(" 
Ci sharec! knowledge-base 011(:0 ,1 vClrict\· oe prcsC'llt.al:ions sati sfy ing the infonnati o ll 
Ileec! s o f thc individual gJOllP 1ll(,1l\)H'r ~. 11 is cl e,IT t.hat. in a di st ribut.e d seniIlg 
v,\.rioll s const raint.s ("or t!tc iIldi vi dllal 11l('lllhf'rs 0 (" ,j (:eam supportecl by a grouj)\\"(\rt"' 
syslC'J1l havc 1:0 he sat isficd . Thll~ Illl' ~(J Il)(, ill("cllI llal.ion sholdcl be displayed ill 
c1irre rcut rorms 1.0 t.he m Clllbe rs 0 1" ,L 1.('(1111 , ('.g. , in t.be setting of an internarioll (l l 
collaborat.ion t.lw inform a ti oll s!Jolild ))(' COllv(·'\,ecl in I.he various m ot.her tongues of 
t.lw parti cipct.nts . At t.bc sClnw !.im<' 111(' glO\lp members may have a diverse set or 
t.eclllJical backgrounds, so t.ha.t. !.Iw plesen! alioll lias 1.0 be tailored to variolls levels of 
experti se . Siemens has variolls SLroilg CSC\V g roups that. are interest.ecl in exploirillg 
I,he tcchniqu es clevcloped in PPP for t.11l' ir product c!eve lopment . 
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Communleation Current Projeet Team System Media Generation 01 between the Graphies Generators Visual Domaln 
XTRA NL, graphies, pointing manual None tax rorms Wahlster et al. 
(Saarbrücken) 
CUBRICON NL, graphies, polnting partially None geographie maps ShapirolNeal et al. 
automatie (Burralo) 
ALFreseo NL, video, pointlng, manual None rreseoes Stock et al. (Trento) 
hypertext 
MMI2 NL, graphles, pointing automatie None computer networks, Wilson et al. 
charts, tables (Oxon) 
" 
NL, graphles, menus partially None geographie maps Arens et al. 
automatie (Marina dei Rey) 
PEA NL, hypertext None Moore 
(Marlna dei Rey) 
IDAS NL, hypertext None Reiter el al. 
(Edinburgh) 
Weather NL, graphies partially None weather maps Kerpedjlev 
Report System automatie (Soria) 
Map Display NL, graphies, pointing manual None geographie maps Maybury (Bedrord) 
System 
SAGE NL, graphies automatie None business charts Roth et al. (CMU) 
FN/ANDD NL, graphies automatie None network diagrams Marks/Reiter et al. 
(Harvard) 
WIP NL, graphies automatie between NL and espresso maehine, Wahl ster et al. 
graphies generator mower, modem (Saarbrücken) 
COMET NL, graphles automatie between NL and portable radio FelnerlMeKeown et al. 
graphies generator (Columbla) 
P.nimNL animated graphies automatie None eooking deviees Badler et al. 
(Pennsylvania) 
Figure 5: Current Research on Combining Natural Language, Graphics, Hypertext and 
Pointing 
3 State ofthe Art 
3.1 Presentation Planning and Design 
3.1.1 Multimedia Presentation Systems 
In the last few years, a number of projects have entered the area between natural lan-
guage processing and multimodal communication, often focusing on a single specific func-
tionality, such as the use of pointing gestures parallel to verbal descriptions for referent 
identification ([Kobsa et al., 1986; Cohen et al., 1989; Neal and Shapiro, 1991]). The 
automatie design of multimedia presentations has only recently received significant atten-
tion in artificial intelligence research. The most extensive discussion of active research in 
this field is documented in the proceedings of aseries of workshops on intelligent mul-
timedia interfaces (e.g., {Arens et al., 1989; Sullivan and Tyler, 1991; AAAI-92, 1992; 
Costabile et al., 1992]). Overviews on intelligent multimedia presentation and dialog 
management systems can be found in [Roth and HefRey, 1992; Edmonds and Murray, 
1992]. Fig. 5 gi ves a survey of research acti vi ties in this area. 
The first group of systems compared in Fig. 5 (XTRA, CUBRICON, ALFresco, MivII 2 , 12 , 
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PEA and IDAS) consists of multi modal dialog systems with an analysis and generation 
component. XTRA (cf. [Allgayer el (/.1., 1989]) provides multimodal access to an expert. 
system that assists the user in filling out a tax form. CUBRICON (the CUBRC Intelligent 
CONversationalist, [Neal and Shapiro, 1991]) is an intelligent interface to a system for 
mission planning and situation assessment in a tactical air control domain. ALFresco 
(cf. [Stock, 1991]) displays short video sequences about Italian frescoes on a touchscreen 
and answers quest ions about details of the videos. Whereas the pointing actions and 
natural language utterances in these systems refer to visual presentations provided by 
the system builders, MMI2 (A Multi-Modal Interface for Man Machine Interaction with 
Knowledge-Based Systems, [Wilson et al. , 1992]) also offers several graphical tools to 
assist the user in designing computer networks. In order to avoid many of the difficult 
referential problems in understanding natural language, 12 (Integrated Interfaces, [Arens 
el al., 1991]), PEA (Program Enhancement Advisor, [Moore and Swartout, 1990]) and 
IDAS (Intelligent Documentation Advisory System, [Reiter et al., 1992]) do not. have 
a natural language analysis component, but. offer the user menus and forms or e\'en a 
hypertext-style interface. 
The second group of systems listed in Figure 5 focuses on the presentation task. They 
are designed more or less as presentation systems although the eventual application envi-
ronment mayaiso be that of an int.eractive system. SAGE (a System for Automat.ie and 
Graphical Explanation, [Roth et al., 1991]) is a presentation system that uses text and 
graphics to explain the changes in the results generated by quantitative modeling systems. 
The ANDD (Automated Network-Diagram Designer) system automatically designs net-
work eliagrams from a list of relations anel a basic network model whereas the FN system 
generates naturallanguage expressions describing certain attributes of a particular objeet 
shown in the diagrams (see [Marks anel Reiter, 1990]). Kerpedjiev has designed a system 
that transforms a c1ataset about. a. particular weather situation into a multimodal weather 
report consisting of a text illustrateel by tables and weather maps with various icons and 
annotations (cf. [Kerpedjiev,1992]). Maybury (cf. [Maybury, 1991]) is concerned \\'ith 
the planning of multimedia directions for a knowledge-based cartographic information 
system. 
All the systems in Figure ;) combine naturalla.nguage aod graphics, but only systems that 
generate bolh forms of present.at.ion from a common represent.ation and allow for eOI11-
munication between t.he media-specific generators can address the problem of automatie 
media choice (/.nd coorrhnalioTl.. 
WIP (Knowledge-Bas<eel Presentat.ion of Information, [Wahlster et (LI., 1989]) and CO:'-IET 
(COordinated Multimedia Explanation T<estbeel, [Feiner and McI(eown, 1990]) are t.he on-
ly systems in whicb t.he media-specific gf'neraJ.ors communicate \Vith each ot.her in order 
t.o achieve a fine-graineel anel optimal division of work between the selected presentation 
modes. Both syst.ems deal wi th physical oGjects ( espresso-machine, radio) that the user 
can access elirectly. For example, in t.h~ WIP project we assume that tbe user is look-
ing at areal espresso-machine and uses the presentations generated by \VIP in order 
to unelerstand how the machine works. Likewise, COMET generates directions for t he 
maintenance anel repair of a port.able ra.elio, using text. coordinat.ed with 3D graphie::;. 
Although ma.ny similarities cxist., thcrc are <dso major elifferences between COfvIET anel 
\VIP , e.g., in t.lw system< C1lcltilecture. To handle elependeneies beLween cont.ent and 
mode select.ion, \VIP selens tllf' Iiledium ill \vllieh information ShOldd Ge presenl.ed cllllillg 
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Informational Graphics 3D Graphics of Physical Objects 
Maps, Charts, Diagrams Rendered Pictures 
Static 
Media Example Systems: 
Example Systems: 
SAGE, FNN WIP, COMET 
Hypermedia Presentations Animation 
Dynamic 
Media Example Systems: 
Example Systems: 
AIFresco, IDAS VITRA-SOCCER, AnimNL 
Figure 6: Combining Text Production with Four Types of Graphics Generation 
content planning and not after as in COMET. Furthermore, WIP enables bidirectional 
communication to take place between the presentation planner and the layout manager. 
During one of the final processing steps of COMET the media layout component combines 
text and graphics fragments produced by media-specific generators, while in WIP a lay-
out manager interacts with a presentation planner before text and graphics are generated, 
so that layout considerations can inftuence the early stages of the planning process and 
constrain the m edia-specific generators . 
Whereas the majority of work has concentrated on combining static media, the VITRA-
Soccer project (cf. [Herzog et al., 1989]), for details of VITRA's animation component 
see [Schirra, 1992]), the AnimNL project (cf. [Badler et al., 1991 bl) and recent extensions 
of COMET (cf. [Feiner and McKeown, 1992; Feiner et al., 1991]) and WIP in addition 
deal with dynamic media, such as animation. Systems like AIFresco (cf. [Stock, 1991]) 
and IDAS (cf. [Reiter et al., 1992]) demonstrate that natural language generation can 
be enhanced by integration wi th hypermedia systems. In such systems the genera ted 
text may contain links to hypercards and canned text or images can be combined \\"ith 
generated text for a hypermedia presentation. 
Figure 6 summarizes the various types of graphical presentations that have been combined 
with generated text in recent research prototypes. In all these projects the generation sys-
tem is no longer merely the author of a text, but also plays the role of a desktop pu blisher, 
a hypertext designer, a multimodal interface designer or an animations commentator . 
3.1.2 Automated Graphics Generation 
Since graphics provides considerable potential in presenting information often more effec-
tively than any other media can, graphic-based communication has provoked significant 
interest in research in intelligent user interfaces. Evidently it would not be feasible to 
handcraft and store graphics for each possible combination of relevant presentation pa-
rameters such as user characteristics, situation, and resource limitations. This leads t.o t he 
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question of how to automatically design and generate particular graphics for particular 
purposes on the fly in a context-sensitive way. 
Previous work on the automatie design of graphics can be distinguished in view of the kind 
of graphics to be generated and the underlying design methods. The spectrum of graphics 
ranges from abstract presentation graphics such as pie- and bar charts (cf. [Gnanamgari, 
1981], [Zdybel et al., 1981], [Mackinlay, 1985], [Mertens, 1988], [Kansy, 1991], and [Casner, 
1991]), node-link diagrams and networks (cf. [Kahn, 1979] [Marks, 1991]), symbol-based 
diagrams, e.g., for the visualization of process information in industrial control (cf. [Elz-
er et al., 1988]), the presentation of electrical circuits (cf. [Geller and Shapiro, 1987]) 
and weather maps (cf. [Kerpedjiev, 1992J), schematic line drawings, e.g., to describe 
chemical apparatus (cf. [Strothotte, 1989]), up to 3D object depictions and environments 
(cf. [Friedell, 1984]) and illustrations of 3D objects (cf. [Feiner, 1985], [Seligmann and 
Feiner, 1991], [Rist and Andre, 1992a]). No less interesting, but somewhat unusual, are 
several approaches dealing with mental imagery (cf. [Kosslyn, 1980]). Instead of graphics 
being presented on a screen or printed on paper, they generate so called mental images 
as an analogical form of knowledge representation. 
Whereas several approaches rely on a pure selection of predefined graphical presentations 
(cf. [Gnanamgari, 1981], [Zdybel et al. , 1981], [Mertens, 1988]) and thus do not address 
design issues, others provide techniques in order to select and combine graphical elements. 
Such "compositional" approaches can be further distinguished in view of the primitives 
they use. Several approaches rely on predefined icons that are stored in a database, either 
as bitmaps (e.g., see [Kerpedjiev, 1992], [Strothotte, 1989]) or as propositional descrip-
tions (e .g., [Friedell, 1984] and [Geller and Shapiro, 1987]). Alternatively, following the 
approach of the graphics designer Bertin (cf. [Bert.in, 1983]) a graphics can be described 
as an implantation of spots (either point.s, lines or areas) into an empty 2D drawsheet. 
With respect. to perceptible variations of a spot, Beltin distinguishes between eight visu-
al variables (x- and y-:position in the plane, size, intensity, pattern, color, direction and 
shape). A partindar piece of information is then encoded by certain variations of visual 
variables. Bertin's view of graphics has proven to be quite useful for the automated design 
of abstract presentation graphics (cf. Mackinlay's APT system described in [Mackinlay, 
1985]). However, it is not elear how this approach can be transferred to graphics wit.h 
illustrations of material 3D objects. The depiction of an object may be described as a 
configuration of spots together with their specific visual properties, but in general it is 
very difficult anel costly to specify which information is encoded by which variation of 
spots. For example, to show an object, there is a choice of numero':!s perspectives. Each 
choice affects the arrangement of corresponding spot.s as weil as the shape anel size of t.he 
spots . 
Import.ant work on the generation of depictions of 3D objects, without relying on pre-
defined icons, has been carried out by Feiner and Seligman (cf. [Seligmann and Feiner , 
1991]). In their system IBIS, 3.0 objects are related to illustration objects on the picture 
level. When generating illustration objects, they consider both the underlying represen-
tation of the 3D object in the knowledge base and t.he purpose for which the illustration 
will be used. They use a generate and test approach in order to achieve a elose rela-
tionship between the visual appearance of an object in the world and its appearance in 
the illust.ration. Th<>. graphics generator developed by Rist and Andre addresses both :3D 
Clnd 2D graphics (cf. [Rist. allel Andre, 1092a] ami [Rist. allel Andre, 1992b]). As in (he 
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IBIS system, they start with a more or less complex presentation goal to be accomplished 
by graphics. Using a plan-based approach, presentation goals are refined in a top-down 
manner and eventually mapped onto realization operators which effect eit.her 3D object 
models, functions for projecting 3D models, or the2D constituents of a picture. 
In most approaches the design process is driven by the information to be presented, and 
the communicative goal of a graphical presentation. Design decisions then frequently rely 
on heuristics and rules-of-thumb which are more or less empirically substantiated. An 
attempt towards a more analytical design approach has been made by Casner in his BOZ 
system (cf. [Casner, 1991]). Starting from an analysis of the task to be performed by 
the user, BOZ transforms a logical task description into a per<;:eptual task description by 
substituting perceptual inferences in place of logical inferences. It then designs a graphics 
such that each perceptual inference is supported and visual search is minimized. On the 
one hand this seems to be a promising approach since it provides a means to characterize 
the effectiveness of a graphics by counting perceptual operat.ions to be performed, where-
as on the other hand, it is questionable whether the approach actually mirrors human 
perceptual behavior, e.g., in BOZ perceptual tasks are always modeled as a sequence of 
operations. Furthermore, it is less dear how to model perceptual tasks concerning the 
processing of complex 3D graphics. 
An interesting approach for the synthesis of mental images has been taken by Kosslyn 
(cf. [Kosslyn, 1980]). Starting from a hierarchically structured propositional representa-
tion of domain objects, he instantiates a 2D cell matrix as a(n) (quasi)analogical rep-
resentation of the object's shape, size and orientation. The instantiation process begins 
with a so-called skeletal image which will be recursively refined until all t.he available 
proposi tional information is mentally visualized. This visualization process is context-
sensitive, e.g., if att.ent.ion is focused on a specific part, a zoom operation is performed on 
the analogical representation of that part. 
3.1.3 Automated Design of Animations 
Animation as the computat.ional control of images or object.s over time is one of the most 
fascinating forms of presentations a computer system can support. Although animation 
is widely used in the entertainment industry and in scientific visualisation, it. plays a 
subordinate role in research on intelligent user interfaces. Reasons for this are, among 
others, the fact that the fine-tuning of animation is a tedious and time-consuming task 
and that budgets of research projects are often overstrained by t.he costs of powerful 
high-speed graphics workstations which are indispensable in most applicat.ions induding 
animation. 
Previous work on animation concentrat.ed on animation techniques anel scripting systems. 
The spectrum of animation techniques indudes key-framing (e.g., [Mezei and Zivian, 
1971], [Reeves, 1981]), pa.rametric int.erpolation (e.g., [Shelly, 1982], [Kochanek and Bar-
tels, 1984], [Steketee and Badler, 1985]), tracking live action (e.g., [Ginsberg and Maxwell, 
1983]), kinetics (e.g., [Thalmann and Thalmann, 1990]), inverse kinematics (e.g, [Badler 
et (1./.,1980], [Korein, 1985], [Girard, 1987], elynamics (e.g., [Wilhelms, 1986]. [Isaacs anel 
Cohen, 1987], [Wilhelms, 1987]), and constraints (e.g., [Badler, 1987], [\\'it.kin et a/., 
1987], [Barr anel Barzel, 1988]). Animation techniques are usually embeeleled in a script-
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illg system that provides an interface for a higher-level description of animation. Some 
scripting systems are conceived a.s imperative programming languages. There, animation 
scri pts are wri t t.en in special languages usually based on linear-list notations (e.g., [Cat-
mull, 1972], [Gomez, 1984], [Strauss, 1988], [EXPLORE, 1992]), or in a general-purpose 
programming language with ell}bedded animation directives (e.g., [Reynolds, 1982], [ThaI-
mann and Thalmann, 1990]). Other scripting systems allow for a graphical specification 
of animation parameters (e.g., [Baecker, 1969], [Feiner et al., 1982), [S-Dynamics, 1985]). 
There areonly a few projects in which the automated design of animation has been issued. 
Kahn's ANI system (ANImation, cL [Kahn, 1979]) was one of the first attempts at the 
automatie scripting of animations. Starting from natural language story descriptions of 
physical actions the ANI system generates icon-based 2D animations. A similar approach, 
but for stories written in Japanese, has been taken for the system SDA (Story Driven Ani-
mation) (cf. [Takashima et al., 1987]). The design of 3D animations has been investigated 
by Feiner and Karp ([Karp and Feiner, 1990]). They have implemented an expert system 
called ESPLANADE (Expert System for PLANing Animation Design and Editing) that 
uses a rule-based approach to automatically choose animation parameters such as camera 
trajectories. Important work on articulated human figure modelling, task performance 
assessment in a 3D environment, and animation has been dOlle at CPenn ([Badler et 
al., 1991b; Zeltzer, 1991]). They are concerned with both natural language-driven gen-
eration of animation scripts as weil as the automatie synthesis of narrated animations 
(i.e., animations accompanied with nat.ural language utterances) from propositional task 
descript.ions. 
Another cOlltext in which t.he problem of automatie design of animation has been ad-
dressed are help systems. There, animat.ion is t.ypically used to visualize a sequence of 
actions that. must be carried out by the user of an applicat.ion program. ~eiman's system 
GAK (Graphical Animation from Knowledge) was one of the earliest attempts to extend 
an existing help system with animated help facilities (cf. [Neiman , 1982]). An approach 
towards domain independency has been made with the Cartoonist system (cL [Sukaviriya 
and Foley, 1990]). Instead of developing an animated help system for a specific application 
programm, Cartoonist retrieves a specification of interaction techniques with t.he appli-
cation programm and uses that knowledge to plan animated interact.ion examples. The 
animation component. AniS+ of the plan-based help system PLCS (cf. [Thies and Berger, 
1992]) not only considers the screen context, - as Cartoonist does - but also takes into 
account t.he user's task when planning animated help. An extension of this approach t.o 
t.he animat.ion of 3D interaction techniques has been proposed in [Graf and Thies, 1992]. 
An alternative to the generation of animations from scratch are approaches in which 
movies are assemblecl form video clips recorcled, e.g., by human camera operators. In 
this case, the design of an animation is reduced to the select.ion ancl linearization of video 
clips stored in a clatabase. This technique has been used in the ~Iovie-~Iaps syst.em that 
simulates driving a car freely through an assortment. of US cities (cf. [Lippman, 1980]), 
and in a system by Rubin (cf. [Rubin, 1989]) that assembles a coherent visual narration 
from prerecordecl video clips. 
lG 
3.1.4 Automatie Layout 
As graphics hardware becomes more and more sophisticated, computer-based graphical 
eommunication achieves a crucial role in intelligent user interfaces . While much research 
in this area has been focused on the automatie synthesis of graphics for either presenting 
relational information and realistic depictions of 3D objects (cL Chap. 3.2), the automat-
ie layout design of graphical presentations has remained unexplored. Beach (cf. [Beach , 
1985]) has shown that the general layout problem formalized as a random packing prob-
lem, i.e., determining wh ether an unordered set of non-overlapping reet angular table 
entries can be arranged into a minimum space, is strongly NP-camplete and thus, there 
is no general and efficient algorithm for solving it. So even the problem of finding an 
aestheticaUy pleasing layout for multimedia documents under certain outward restrie-
tions seems to be intractable. Current work on layout design is essentially influenced by 
ideas and approaches known from general graphics design (e.g., [Müller-Brockmann, 1981 : 
Lieberman, 1990]), computer graphies (e .g., [Foley et Cll., 1990]), a.nd psychology of visu-
alizat.ion (e.g., [Arnheim, 1966; Csinger, 1991; Tufte, 1991]). 
Layout of Statie Presentations Some interesting early efforts in automating layout 
include Eastman's work on a GenemiSpace Planner that addressed the task of alTanging 
objects (e.g., furniture) in aspace subject to given constraints (cf. [Ban and Feigenbaum. 
1981], Chap. 111). Feiner's GRIDs (GRaphical Interface Design Syst.em , cf. [Feiner, 19S5j ) 
was constructed as an rule-based experimental system to investigate approaches in the 
automatie display layout of t.ext and illustrat.ions. The layout. process is guided by the 
eoncept of a graphical design grid . The current version of the t.estbed syst.em has been 
implemented using an OPS5-like production language. Other approaches using computer-
based grids, modeled by a human designer, can be found in the system VIEW (cf. [Friedell. 
1984]) for synthesizing graphical object depictions from high-level specifications and by 
[Beach, 1985J for low-level table layout, whose high-level topology was specifiec! by the 
user as a matrix. 
Recent approaches invest.igate the use of constraint.-based and case-based reasoning met h-
ods for represent.ing graphical design knowledge. So Laylab, WIP's knowledge-based lay-
out manager (cL [Graf, 1992J and Chap. 4.4), exploit.s advanced const.raint formalism5 . 
such as finit.e domains and constraint hierarchies for specifying graphical design princi-
pIes as weU as a technique for propagating prioritized constraint.s t.o posit.ion individual 
document fragment.s on an aut.omatic generated design grid. WIP deals with page lay-
out as a rhetorical force, influencing the intentional and att.entional st.ate of the reader. 
In WIP, layout is viewed as an important carrier of meaning. A system t.hat combines 
hoth rule-based representation_and case-based reasoning in a system that generates and 
adapts effective layouts of information is the TYRO graphics designer clevelopecl at l\IIT 
(cf. [MacNeil, 19901). LIGA (Layout. Intelligence for Graphics Automation, cf. [Colb:-·. 
1992]) is a prototype system that. generates new layouts by modifying example layout s 
from its case library. Similar to the approach in WIP, the graphie design knowledge abollt 
so-called 'cases' is represented in the system using constraints. 
Other systems have t.ried to drive t.he aut.omatic generation of t.he layout of interface::: 
by incorporat.ing recognizecl interface st.andards in the rule-ba.sed approach, e.g .. t.he fTS 
s~stem (cL [Wiecha anc! Boies, 1990]) employs IBM 's Common User Access. The il1;-
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portance of a deeper treatment of multimodal constraints in information presentation in 
order to address the ergonomie aspects of layout has also been stressed by [Dale, 1992] . 
An interval logic for reasoning about space, which is based on regions and connection is 
proposed in [Randell et al., 1992]. 
Moreover, layout problems are inherent to most configuration tasks, e.g., the configura-
tion of the passenger cabine of an AIRBUS A340 is addressed by constraint processing 
techniques (cf. [Kopisch and Günter, 1992]), and in [Paaß, 1992] associative methods are 
used to determine the geometrical arrangement of office furniture. 
The importance of the layout dimensien is also stressed by recent work at ISI that involves 
the generation of formatted text exploiting the communicative function of headings, enu-
merations and footnotes (cf. [Hovy and Arens, 1991]). A similar approach to text. layout 
is followed by WIP's automatie typographer (cf. [Soetopo, 1992]). Here, high-level spec-
ifications of relations between textual devices are expressed by constraints which can be 
compiled into low-level text formatting routines. Other systems in the area of text lay-
out exploit ruJe-based approaches for formatting text automatically (e.g., [Oemig et 01 .. 
1991]) . 
Layout of Interactive Presentations Since constraint-satisfaction techniques ha\ 'e 
become more sophisticated during the last decade, and with the growing availability 
of advanced graphics hardware, there has been an upward t.rend in applying const.raint 
t.echniques to user interface design. Thus, most of the relat.ed work on applicatiolls of 
constraint languages and systems has been done in the area of computer graphics and 
graphical interfaces, especially interactive geometrie layout (e.g., [Borning anel Duisberg. 
1986; Kramer et al., 1991]) . 
A pioneering system in both constraint-based languages and systems and interacti\'e 
graphics was Sketchpad (cf. [Sutherland, 1963]) written by 1. Sutherland at ~IIT in 
1963. The Sketchpad system alloweel a user to create complex objects by sket.ching 
primitive graphical entities and specifying constraints< on them. Many of these ideas 
have been explored by Borning in the ThingLab system at Xerox PARC [Borning. 19,9: 
Borning, 1981], a graphical constraint.-oriented simulation laborat.ory implemented in 
Smalltalk-SO. Later vers ions of ThingLab were concerned with extensions supporting con-
st.raint hierarchies, incremental compilation, anel graphi€al facilities for defining ne\\" kinds 
of constraints (e.g. [Borning et al., 19~7; Freeman-Benson et a[., 1990]). Both systems 
exploit numeric techniques such as relaxation for soh'ing constraint networks contain-
ing cycles, in contrast to symbolic techniques, e.g., used in St.eele's constraint language 
(cf. [Sussman and Steele, 1980]). Furt.her research activities in constraint-based graph-
ics include the systems lun.o [Nelson, 1985], IDEAL [van Wyk, 1982], Magritte [Gosling. 
1983], Bertran.d (cf. [LeIer, 1988]), and the ~ork of Coben et al. on const.raint-based tiled 
winelows (cf. [Cohen et (1.1., 1986]). 
An increasing number of interface-design systems mostly based on a graphical edi tOL ha \'e 
been developed during the last few years to male the interacti ve interface design process 
more efficient and comfortable than with conventional techniques . Here, constraints pro-
viele a means of stating layout requirements, C.g., the Peridot system deduces constraint s 
automatically as the user demonstrat.es the elesireel behaviour (cf. [Myers, 1991b]). Thi s 
approa.ch has also been ext.eneled for text formatt.ing by elemonstr,üion (cf. [Myers. 1991 a] ). 
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A similar system designeel by Kurlander anel Feiner (cf. [Kurlaneler and Feiner, 1991J) is 
able to infel' constraints from mult.iple snapsllÜt.s. The Metamouse system (cf. [Maulsby 
et (LI., 1990]) is a demonst.rational interface für graphical editing tasks within a dra\\'ing 
program. The user can specify a procedure by perfonning an example execution trace, 
manipulating objects elirectly on t.he screen and creating graphical tools. A grid-based 
approach to specifying simple number independent layouts by example is introduced in 
[Hudson alld Hsi, 1992J. 
Further work has concelltrated on methoels for automating the layout of graphs. E.g., t he 
article by Böhringer and Newbery [Böhringer and Paulisch, 1990J details a new way to 
achieve stability in automatic graph layout. This approach allows a continuum between 
manual and automatic layout by allowing the user to specify how stable the graph's layout 
should be through the use of layout constraints. Another approach in interactive graph 
layou t proposes a novel methodology for viewing large graphs (cf. [Henry and H udson. 
1991]). The basic cOllcept is to allovv the user to interactively navigate through large 
graphs alld learn about. them in concise sections of appropriat.e size. 
Layout of Animation Up to no\V only ruc1imentary work has been elone in the areas 
animated layout anel layout of presentations inclueling animation. While currently, most 
animation is laboriously clone by hand, Animus is one of the first systems that allo\\'s 
for easy construction of an animation wit.h minimal concern for lower-level graphics pro-
graInming (cf. [Borning allel Duisberg, 1986; Duisberg, 1987]). Here temporal constraints 
are llsecl to clescribe the appea,rallce and st.ruct.ure of a picture, as weil as as how tho :=: e 
pictl1l'es evolve in t-.ime. 
Other research in the a]'(~a of animat.ed layout. \Vas concerneel with topics like aninwt lOIl 
0/ ]J1'O!JTrt.ms, and uis'll,rt.! p1'O!JTflmmin!J (e.g. [Lonclon anel Duisberg, 1985; Duisberg, 1990)). 
In an applicat.ion of tbe f(alcidoscope language temporal constraints are used to update 
the display of graphical objects which are maniplllat.ecl by mouse actions interactively anel 
maint.ain tbeir consistency reqllirements (cf. [Freeman-Benson , 1990]). 
OUler representa li ve re~(' arch relateel t.o the area of au tomatic grapltica.llayout. has concen-
trated more on t.!w tlworetical background of constra int langllages anel systems (cf, [Leier. 
1988]) inclllclillg weak constraints (cf. [Borning cl (1[., 19871), const.raint logic program-
ming (cf. [Jaff'ar ancl Lasscz, 19871) and new inference techniques (cf. [Hentenryck, 19:39: 
Smolka, 1991]). An extencled o\'erview of recent \\'ork on constraint.-based reasonll1g 15 
given in a special volume of tbe AI Journal [Freuder and Mackworth, 1992], 
3.2 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning 
3.2.1 Terminological Logics 
Most of today's work on taxonomic rea,soning is basecl on t.he KL-ONE syst.em, which \\'a:=: 
an implement.at.ion of J3rachmMl's icleas 01' st.J'uctu red 'inheri[al1ce n etworks [Brachman . 
1978J, KL-ONE \\"\'S bllill. t.o address t.lw plOblelll of making largc knowledge bases COIl1-
prrhensiblc by fOl'cing t.11C'1ll 1,0 Iw c:ollstruct:ccl in t.erms of relat.ively fe\y, \Vell-llnderstood 
lresCIlf,atiollal operat.ors, Ihc so callecl epist.cl1l010gical primit.ives, Semantic net\\'orks 
1 ~) 
up to then had suffered from ambiguities and misunderstandings caused by the unclear 
meaning of their primitives [Woods, 1975j. 
In order t0 bettel' meet the characteristic properties, the name for KL-ONE-like sys-
tems has beelll changed from the original term Semantic Networks över Terminological 
Reasoning Systems, Term Subsumption Languages, Terminological Logics, Concept Lan-
guages to the current term Description Logics. The paradigm itself that is described 
by these names, however, remained unchanged: the structural description of classes of 
individuats-so called concepts~and binary relations between them-so called roles. The 
main advantage of these formal descriptions is that _a well-defined formal semantics can 
be given for them and that ~hey can be automatically classified into taxomomic hierar-
chies according to their generality. The classification process iso based on the subsumption 
relationship and puts new concept descriptions automatically in the "right" place . 
Most of the KL-ONE successors like KRYPTON [Brachman et al., 1983; Brachman 
et al., 1985], KANDOR [Patel-Schneider, 1984], NIKL [Moser, 1983; Schmolze. 1989; 
Schmolze anel Mark, 1991], KL-TWO [Vilain, 1983; Vilain, 1985], LOOM [MacGregor, 
1991a; MacGregor, 1991b], BACK [von Luck el al., 1987; Nebel and von Lud. 1988; 
Peltason, 1991], MESON [Owsnicki-Klewe, 1988], KRIS [Baader and Hollunder. 1991], 
K-REP [Mays et (LI., 1988; Mays et aL, 1991], SB-ONE [Profitiich, 1989; Profitlich. 1990; 
Kobsa, 1991a; Kobsa, 1991b], CLASSIC [Borgida et aL, 1989; Brachman el al .. 1991; 
Patel-Schneider et 0.1., 1991], or YAK [Cattoni and Franconi, 1990; Franeoni, 1991: Fran-
coni et 0.1., 1992], that have been developed up to now, have also comprised a seC'ond 
language to state assertions about instances of concepts and to reason about relations be-
tween instances ancl concepts, which leel to yet another name: hybrid reasoning systems. 
Brachman anel Levesque [Brachman and Levesque, 1984] showed that the desired goal of 
sound, correct and tractable inferences (esp. subsumption) leads to a trade-off bet\\'een 
the expressive power and the computatiollal complexity because, even for smallianguages, 
subsumption can be intractable. The far enels of this discussion are taken by the KA\'DO R 
system on one siele, which supported only a very small language and daimed to ha\'e 
complete algorit.hms (but. see [Nehel, 1988]) anel t.he LOOM system on the other side \\'ith 
a large variety of language constructs ancl inference rnechanisms known to be incomplete. 
During the tate 80s more ami IllOle papers [Cevesqlle ami Brachman, 1981; Nebel. 19138 : 
Patel-Schneider, 1987; Patel-Sdllleicler, 1989; Schmidt-Schauß, 1989; Hollunder. 1989] 
showed that all reasonahly expressive la.ngllages are intractable. In [Nebel, 1990b] it is 
shown that terminological reasoning is inherently intractable. The theoret.ical efforts in 
the area of pure terminological reasoning have come to an end as' the sources of complexity 
now seem to be determined [Donilli ef (LI., 1991a; Donini et al., 1991b; Donini et ai.. 1992]. 
This pushes the focus of attention on two old objections (see, e.g., [Doyle and PatiL 1991]). 
namely, whet.her classificat.ion is the cent.ral inference mechanism at alt and whether these 
worst case results are really important for real applications (see, e.g., [FaliSymp-92. 1992: 
MacGregor, 1992; Schaerf, 1992]). A very int.eresting contriblltion to the latter quest ion 
has been published in [Heinsohn el al., 1992a]. In this paper the results of an empiriC'al 
analysis of six current terminological re'presentation syst.ems with respect to t.heir "normal 
case" performance i s docu men t.ed .. 
Thc major interest. of tlw I<L-ONE developers no\\' seems t.o be concentrated on the 
design of systems which llwet the requirements of their appliC'ations by providing reä-
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sonably expressive languages, accepting the incompleteness of their algorithms in cases 
which-following the statements of the developers-do not occur in everyday use. The only 
exception to this trend is the clesign of t.he KRIS system [Baader and Hollunder, 1991], 
which provides complete subsumption algorithms in combination with a very expressive 
language (including, e.g., negation and disjunction of concepts). Although an initial 
empirical evaluation seemed to indicate that such an approach leads to a disappointing 
preformance [Heinsohn et al., 1992a], a study of optimization techniques [Baader et al., 
1992b] showed that the completeness of the algorithms can not be blamed for the bad 
results. Now a kind of "pay-as-you-go" state seems to be achieved, i.e., the runtimes are 
roughly proportional to the complexity of the used language constructs. 
Another direction on current research on description logics is the integration of other kinds 
of knowledge, e.g., temporal relations [Schmiedel, 1989; SchmiedeI, 1990; Schild, 1991], 
actions and plans [Devanbu and Litman, 1991; Weida and Litman, 1992; Heinsohn et al., 
1992b], concrete domains [Baader and Hanschke, 1991], or defaults and nonmonotonic 
inferences [Baader and Hollunder, 1992; Quantz and Royer, 1992; Padgham and Nebel. 
1992; Patel-Schneider, 1992]. 
Since description logics have reached a certain maturity, and since a number of sys-
tems have been implemented, the KRSS (I<nowledge Representation System Specifica-
tion) group [Neches et al., 1991; Patil et al., 1992] now aims at defining a standard for 
terminological representation systems. l The importance of these efforts has recent.ly been 
confirmed in practice by observations during the empirical analysis described in [Hein-
sohn et al., 1992a]. One result of this study was that sharing knowledge between several 
KL-ONE-alikes (which had been thought to be similar in that they are all based on t.he 
same paradigm) requires a surprising amount of effort caused more by differences in the 
design principles (like, e.g., allowing forward references) than by the differing languages. 
A description of KL-ONE's different language constructs can be found in [Schmolze and 
Woods, 1990] together with the history of the KL-ONE-family start.ing from the origins 
of the KL-ONE syst.em itself (see also [Nebel, 1990a]). A study of theoretical aspects of 
Description Logics is given in [Nebel and Smolka, 1991] and a good survey over t.he most 
recent of the various KL-ONE-like systems was provided at the AAA I Spring Symposium 
1991 on Implemented Knowleclge Representat.ion and Reasoning Systems, where 10 KL-
ONE-alikes were represent:ed [Sigart. Bullet.in, 1991]. 
3.2.2 Reasoning about Action, Change and Time 
Reasoning about action and change is one 01' the key topics in knowledge representation 
and AI in general. A large part. of t.his work, however, is concerned with plan generat.ion, a 
topic "ve will not address in this sect.ion. Instead, we will focus on less ambitious reasoning 
tasks such as predicting the outcome of t.he execution of a set of actions, explaining CI result 
by hypothesizing that some act.ions have taken place, or recognizing a plan that is carried 
out by an agent. 
The problem of predicting the result. of t.he execut.ion of actions, often called tempo-
ral pl'oJeclio71, has been int.ensively studiec1 , since it presents severe problems from a 
I Part. of t.his st.itnclarcl is a s\wci ricat.ioll I.ilat. has Iwen de\'eloped by D fI\ I researchers [Baader cl 01 .. 
1990] 
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logical point of view. The frame problem, i.e., the problem to compute what is un-
changed by an action, identified by McCarthy and Hayes [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969] 
played a key role in this context.. In fact, most of the research is centered around 
the problem of how to "solve" the frame problem using nonmonotonic logics. While 
it was originally believed that nonmonotonic logics are suitable for solving this prob-
lem (see, e.g., [Reiter, 1980]), the paper by Hanks and McDermott [Ranks and McDer-
mott, 1987] demonstrated that this is not the case. This negative result applies not 
only to the usually employed situation calculus but to all temporal represenation lan-
guages and logics and is independent of a particular nonmontonic logic used to spec-
ify the frame default. While there have been a number of proposals to account for 
the problem identified by Hanks~nd McDermott (e.g., [Shoham, 1986; Kautz, 1986; 
Morgenstern and Stein, 1988; Sandewall, 1989], more principled approaches to address 
the problem have, only recently, been developed [Lifschitz, 1991; Lin and Shoham, 1991; 
Sandewall, 1992a; Sandewall, 1992b]. 
Ot.her approaches to cope with the frame-problem have been to use a procedural "update 
semantics" avoiding the problem altogether. Most prominently, the STRIPS-framework 
[Fikes and Nilsson, 1971] should be mentiolled in this context. Although this approach 
avoicls the frame problem, it has the disadvantage of not including time and the flow 
of actions into model, handling this only on the meta-level. Further, as pointed out 
by Lifschitz, one must be very careful when modeling actions and plans using STRIPS 
[Lifschitz, 1986]. 
Nevertheless, the STRIPS approach of modeling action and change has been very popular, 
in the area of planning in particular, because of its conceptual simplicity. Recently, the 
STRIPS model has been extendeel to allo\\' for a richer modelling bringing back again 
the frame-problem, which is handled procedurally on the meta-level, though [Ginsberg 
and Smith, 1988a; Ginsberg amI Smith, i98Sb; Winslet.t, 1988; Katsuno and Mendelzon, 
1991J. 
One elegant way to deal with the frame problem is provided by a logic programming 
approach to maintaining events anel t.heir effects over time-the event calculus [Kowalski 
and Sergot, 1986J. It should be noted, however, that the expressiveness of the event calcu-
lus and its nonmonotonic reasoning techniqlles is not comparable to the above mentioned 
work. 
Even abstracting from t.he logical problems and assuming a simplified model of propo-
sitional STRIPS, there are considerable computational problems. If context-dependent 
effects are allowecl 01' the ordering of the actiol1s is only partial, temporal projection even 
for propositional STRIPS is intractable [Chapman, 1987; Dean and Boddy, 1988J. As 
shown in [Nebel and Bäckström, 19920.; Nebel and Bäckström, 1992b], however, projec-
tion over partially ordered, context-independent actions is tractable, provided a realist.ic 
execution model is assumed. 
Most of the research in reasoning abollt action, including the work described above, 
assurnes that actions do not occur simultaneollsly and there are only few approach-
es that go beyond this assumption (see e.g. [Große, 1992a]) . In general, one can dis-
t.inguish bet.ween approaches that rec[11ire more 01' less independence of simultaneous-
Iy execut.ed achons (e .g., [Horz, 19921), approaches that handle additional synergistic 
positive effects of si\1111It.aneously occuring; acl.ions (e.g., [Große anel Waldinger, 1991; 
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Große, 1992bl), approaches that require simultaneous occurence for successful execution 
[Sandewall and Rönnquist, 1986; Bäckström, 1988; Allen, 1991], and approaches that per-
mit the suppression of so me effects in case of simultaneolls execlltion [Lin and Shoham, 
1992]. In short, the problem does not yet seem to be weil understood. On the contrary, 
there seem to be a long way to go before the different perspectives on this problem will 
converge. 
When representing simultaneously occuring event, one problem is to specify the exact 
or relative order (including overlap) of occurences. This, of course, is not possible in the 
situation calculus since actions happen in unit time [Gelfond et al., 1991]. Hence, if actions 
and events are required to have duration, another formalism must be employed. One 
possibility is to use Allen's interval algebra [Allen, 1983] to specify the occurences of events 
(see also [Allen, 1991]), 0. formalism that also has attractive computational properties, at 
least for a reasonable subset [Nökel, 1989; van Beek, 1990; van Beek and Cohen, 1990] 
of the algebra, which is intractable in general [Vilain et al., 1989], however. In addition, 
implemented systems are available that. support reasoning with interval relations (e.g., 
tbe MATS system [I<autz and Ladkin, 1991]). 
Unt.il now only few attempts have been made to extend t.erminological representat.ion 
systems in order to handle additional kinds of knowledge, e .g., temporal or causal rela-
tionships. 
Three approaches to represent actions and plans that are similar in some aspects of their 
architecture are CLASP [Devanbu and Litman, 1991], T-REX [Weida and Litman, 1992], 
anel RAT [Heinsohn el al., 1992b]. They 0.11 llse 0. terminological logic to represent the 
world states and atomic actions anc! add 0. second formalism to compose plans and rea-
son about the temporal relationships. Caused by different requirements anel objectives, 
however, the focus of the RAT system ami with that the design of its language is different 
[rom that of CLASP and T-REX. Whereas in RAT t.he states to express preconditions and 
effects of act.ions can be described llsing 0. subset of the terminological language, actions 
anel states in CLASP anel T-REX are primit.ive, non-decomposable units. On the other 
hand, their language to compose plans goes beyond the linear sequences supported in 
RAT. CLASP provicles regular expressions over act.ions (incl. conditionals, loops anel dis-
junctions), T-REX lIses Allen's temporal constraints [Allen, 1983] t.o const.ruct plans. The 
inference services of t.he three syst.ems are also det.ermined by their applications: CLASP 
anel T-REX botb lIse the computed plan hierarchies mainly to support plan recognition 
tasks whereas RAT's services comprise consist.ency checks, sil11ulatecl execution of plans 
anel temporal projection of conditions. 
Another approach has been maele by Swartout and Neches [Swartout. anel Neches , 1986], 
who classifieel and retrieved plans accoreling to their goal descript.ions, which are formu-
lateel in 0. terminologicallogic. However, t.bey made no attempt to represent plans in the 
tenninologicallogic. Wellman [Wellman, 1990] also builds plans from actions represent.ed 
in 0. terminological logic, and organizes plan classes into a hierarchy baseel on 0. notion 
of subsumption. His language, however, is completely atemporal and he does not reason 
about plan inelividuals but plan classes only. 
A plan abstract.ion hierarchy is central t.o t.be plan recognition \\"ork of r<alltz [Kalltz , 
1991]. However, in his taxonomy, plan nodes are still atomic rat.her than st.rllctural, 
anel t.be suit.abilit.y of t.he representat.ion for comp\\ting terminological inferences is not of 
concern. 
In the field of plan synthesis, Tenenberg [Tenenberg, 1989] uses a plan hierarchy to con-
struct abstract plan soltltions that. rest.rict later search, where any abstract solution can 
always be specialized by choosing a specialization of each abstract plan step. Thus, while 
plans in Tenenberg's hierarchy are compositions of actions, plans must always be struc-
turally isomorphic across abstraction levels. 
Finally, there are approaches that try t.o integrate the notions of time with terminological 
logics by extending a t.erminological logic by a temporallogic [Schmiedel, 1990; Schild, 
1991] . However, these approaches have been only theoretical efforts so far, and it is not 
dear in how far (reasonably efficient) systems based on these theoretical efforts can be 
built. 
3.2.3 Reasoning about Uncertain Knowledge 
For the application llnderlying t.he PPP project the inherent uncerta1:nty of several kinds of 
knowledge (about. the user, present.a.t.ion task and plan, and layout planning, for inst.ance) 
is one important feature that has to be taken int.o accollnt. Apart from the question 
which ullcertainty model is appropriate for which kind of uncertainty phenomenon, an-
other important question is how t.o represent the uncertainty of knowledge in a uniform 
framework and 110w to perform inferences in the case of uncertainty. Such inferences may, 
for instance, allow for decision making if several non-conflicting solutions exist, support 
presentation planning in the case of uncertain knowledge, and allow to generate explana-
tions in a (weighted) abduct.ive manner , for instance, if the interaction with a user leads 
t.o an interruption of present.at.ion planning . 
Prompt.ed by t.his application, we sketch below the st.ate of the art concerning (i) nll-
merical models for handling ul1certrrint.!}, (ii) handling of unce1'tainty in tenninologl:cal 
logics, and (i ii) lilanning und rrud71 cf10n 71 oder uncertainty. Wh i le for t he first i t.em several 
models for handling uncert.aint.y have been proposeel and their foundations, advantages, 
and disadvant.ages are \\"ell explored no\\" (see , e.g., [I<ruse et al., 1991; Shafer and Pearl, 
1990] for overview anel analyses) the examination of the influence of uncertain knowleclge 
for neighbouring neids, such as knowleelge representation in general and knowledge repre-
sentat.ion in (t.ermino)logical formalisms in part.icular, planning, and abduction, et.c. has 
st.arted only recently. 
Uncertainty Models The charact.eristic feature of he11.rist7:c uncertainty models is that 
t.heir mathemat.i cal foundation s are t.raceel only partially or not at. aU to some sound the-
ory, as given by probability theOlY, for instance. This is because heuristic approaches 
aim at avoicling certain "problems" arising from the use of, e .g., probability theory. The 
reasons that. are often mentionecl in this con t.ext are th~ amou nt. of dat.a needed (prior 
and conditional probabilit.ies, joint probability distributions, etc.), the inability to distin-
guish between absence of belief and doubt, anel the fact that it. is impossible to represent. 
ignorance. One of the most. import.ant. (heuristi c) uncertainty models that aim at solving 
t.hese problems is t.h c ccrl(fillty jacto/" (/jljll"oach. c1evcloped by Shortliffe et al. [Shortliffe 
allel BuchanaJI, 1<)7.5; Shortliffe, lCJ7G; Buchanan allel ShortJiffe, 1984]. The ccrt.aint.y fac-
tor mode! ha~ to bc SCf'll in r('lation to thc c!('ve!or)J1lent 01' t.hc weil known expert system 
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MYCIN which was built during the years 1972-1976 and is an expert system for advising 
physicians on how to treat patients suffering from bacteriogenous infectious diseases. Lat.er 
systems related to MYCIN are EMYCIN [van MeIle, 1980], a domain-independent system 
based on MYCIN's control mechanisms and data structures, and RMYCIN [Cendrows-
ka and Bramer, 1984] which is a reconstruction of MYCIN. Since the certainty factor 
approach makes use of measures and algorithms that are heuristic and at most "synt.ac-
tically similar" to probabilistic ones, it has often been criticized (e.g. in [Adams, 1976; 
Heckerman, 1986; Horvitz et al., 1986; Horvitz and Heckerman, 1986]). Another heuristic 
model is based on the concept of t7'iangular norms and conorms [Schweizer and Sklar, 1961; 
Schweizer and Sklar, 1983]. It is important to notice that, because of their generali-
ty, T-norms and T-conorms give an infinite number of different "calculi of uncertain-
ty." The selection of a special pair describes a particular calculus uniquely and com-
pletely. An application of this general uncertainty model is the expert system RUM 
("Reasoning with Uncertainty Module") [Bonissone and Wood, 1989; Bonissone, 1987; 
Bonissone et al., 1987]. They are also eliscussed in [Smets and Magrez, 1987; Magrez anel 
Smets, 1989]. The system INFERNO has beeil developed by Quinlan [Quinlan, 198:3a; 
Quinlan, 1983b; Quinlan, 1985]. One characteristic feature of INFERNO's architecture is 
that the inference model is mainly based on bounds propaga.Üon: it can be used for both 
forward anel backwarel inferences. Since the model does not make assumptions about 
(in)dependencies of data, all the propagation constraints can be proven to be correct. Be-
cause of this philosophy, and the resulting fact that computed bounds may sometimes be 
weak, INFERNO is also called a "cautious" approach to uncertain inference. Meanwhile, 
several modifications and improvements have been proposed ([Liu and Gammerman, 1988; 
Saunders, 1989]). 
As often argued probabdity theo1'y offers a t.heoretically sound model for representing 
uncert.ainty and for embedding it in reasoning techniques. Just in the last fe\v years 
a revival of using the probabilit.y theory in representing uncert.aint.y has taken place, 
giving considerable insight int.o t.he applicat.ion of probability theory and pointing out 
some misconceptions about its applicability. Also, new theoretical result.s from stat.istics 
and probability theory present arguments for the utility of probabilities for reasoning. 
Simple early models, t.hat. may be vieweel as stntightforwarrl (lp]J7'O(/.ches for making use 
of probabilities in rule-basecl uncertain reasoning, are introelucecl in [Ishizuka et (LI., 1982] 
anel in [Adams, 1976]. In the approach of ((inference networks" [Duda el af. , 1976; Duda 
et al., 1978; Duda et al., 1981] expert. mies are interpreted as direct.ed links labelied 
wit.h so-called likehhood rutios based on a probabilistic interpretat.ion. A concrete expert 
system based on inference net.works is the system PROSPECTOR. 'Discussions are mainly 
related to the restrictive independence assumptions [Glymour, 1985; Johnson, 1986; Steve, 
1986]. A promising approach is that. of ((elecomposable graphic models", also called belief 
networks (see, e.g ., [Pearl, 1986; Pearl, 1988; Spiegelhalter, 1989]). A charact.eristic feature 
of this approach is that. uncertaint.y and' belief is propagated through a network by local 
operations only: each node oE the network is viewed as a single processol' which exchanges 
messages wit.h its neighbor nodes. A prototype expert system based on this model is 
the system MUNIN [Andreassen et (LI., 1987]. Baseel on this system the expert system 
shell HUGIN [Andersen cl ((.1.,1989] has been developec\. Also the system PATHFIi\DER 
[Heckerman, 1990] is baseel Oll t.he ielea of belief networks . Analyses of elecomposa ble 
graphic models and e;-;haust.ive refercn ccs a.re also given in [Kruse el ul., U)~ l ] . 
2.5 
Like probabilistic approaches, the Dempster-Slw/er iheory 0/ evidence aims to model and 
quantify uncert.ainty by degrees of belief But, in contrast to probabilistic approaches, it 
permits assignment of degrees of belief to sets of hypotheses rather than to hypotheses in 
isolation. The underlying idea is that the process of narrowing the hypothesis set \\"ith the 
collection of evidence is better represented in terms of this theory than in terms of proba-
bilistic approaches. For this reason the theory can be viewed as an alternative to probabil-
i ty theory. The classical approach to evidence theory has been proposed by Shafer [Shafer, 
1976]. His mathematical model is essentially based on the notion of belief functions and 
Dempsier's rule of combination [Dempster, 1967]. The ability to express (total) ignorance 
is one of the main features that has t.o be mentioned as an advantage of belief functions 
against the use of a single probability. The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence has re-
ceived wide attention since the "7th IJCAI" in 1981 where the three papers [Barnen, 1981; 
Friedman, 1981; Garvey et al., 1981] considering aspects on the Dempster-Shafer theory 
were presented. In early proposals for performing uncertain reasoning the kno\\"ledge of 
expert.s is mainly represented in the form of explicit expert rules (see, e .g .. [Ginsberg, 1984; 
Ishizuka et 01., 1982]) . A characteristic feature of the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence 
is t.hat-because of being based on power sets-the hypothesis space can be hiera rchically 
onlered. The elements of a power set can be related together by making use of su bset and 
superset operators. In particular, Gorclon ancl Shortliffe's extension to .\IYCIN's certain-
ty fact.or 'approach [Gordon and Shortliffe, 1984; Gordon and Shortliffe. 1985] and Yen's 
"quasi-probabilistic" ext.ension [Yen, 1989] t.o the Dempster-Shafer theory have t.o be men-
tioned in this framework. A characteristic feature of t.he proposals given in [Shafer ei al., 
1987; Shenoy and Shafer, 1987] is that explicit expert rules do not appear. Instead, the 
knowleclge on dependencies is represented by the links 0/ a network- the underlying idea is 
similar to Pearl's "Bayesian networks". A concrete implementation of t his is the system 
MacEvidence [Kruse et al., 1991]. Notice that necessity (possibility) measures lZadeh, 
1978; Dubois and Prade, 1988; Yager, 1980] are special belief (plausibility) functions. In-
t.eresting discussions about the Dempster-Shafer t.heory can also be found in [Zadeh. 1984: 
Zadeh, 1986; Ruspini, 1987]. In [Halpem anel Fagin, 1990] the relations between probabil-
ity ami belief are discussecl and the difference between conclitiolling ami update i5 ma.de 
visible (see also [Kyburg, 1987]). 
For more details and other uncertainty moclels t.he reader is referred to the booL [Kruse 
cl 01., 1991; Hajek et ([I., 1992; Pearl, 1988] and the collect.ions [Kruse and Siegel. 1991; 
Bonissone ei al., 1991], for instance, 
U ncertainty and (Termino )Logical Approaches Apart from general models fOl 
hanclling uncertainty, recent work is also related to the role of uncert.ainty in nOll5tondanl 
log'ics (see, e.g., [Smets et 01.,1988]) anel to edensions oJlogics \\'ith respect t.o uncertainty 
in general. The best-consiclered approach in the second area is the integration of preclicate 
logic wit.h probability theory called ]Jrobabilistic logic [N.ilsson , 1986; Paaß. 1988] . The aim 
of such a combination is achieved by interpret.ing logical formldas as subsets of elementary 
events referred to as sets of possible worlds. Another kind of extension is related to the 
integratiorl of possibiJity theory ami preclicate logic [Dubois and Pracle, 1988: Dubois 
and Pracle, 1991] in order 10 obtain a ]loss-ilJilisUc loyic. In this frame\\-ork, the I'-ork or 
llacclills [Bacchlls, 1089; Bacchus, HJ00; Bacchus etal., 1992] is also important beca usc he 
1101 only expl01(,s t1IC C1u csl.ioll or llo\\' rar Olle Ci-tn go using sflltis ticl/l knol,-ledge. but also 
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presents Lp, alogical formalism for representing anel reasoning with statistical knowledge. 
However, in spite of providing a very powerflll representational formalism, Bacchus does 
not offer a deep discussion of consistency reqllirements and inference mechanisms. There 
exist several other proposals which are, however, outside the scope of this section. 
As terminological /ormalisms play an important role in knowledge representation and 
reasoning in general, as weil as in the framework of this project in particular, these for-
malisms have to be extended W.r.t. handling of incomplete and uncertain knowledge. 
The importance of providing an integration of both term classification and uncertain-
ty representation2 was recently emphasized in so me publica_tions. Yen and Bonissone 
[Yen and Bonissone, 1990J consider this integration from a general point of view which, 
for instance, does not require a concrete uncertainty model (e.g., probabilistic, fuzzy, 
Dempster-Shafer). In [Yen, 1991] Yen proposes an extension of term subsumption lan-
guages to fuzzy logic [Zadeh, 1965] that. aims at. representing and handling vague con-
cepts. His approach generalizes a subsllmption test algorithm for dealing with the no-
tion of vagueness and imprecision. Since our application is mainly inftllenced by the 
existence of uncertainty, our general objectives differ from those underlying Yen's pro-
posal. Saffiotti [Saffiotti, 1990] present::; a hybrid framework for represent.ing epistemic 
uncertainty. His extension allows one to model uncertainty about categorical knowl-
edge, e.g., to express one's belief on quantified statements such as "I am fairly (80%) 
sure that all birds fty". Note t.he difference from "I am sure t.hat 80% of birds fty", 
which requires a complet.ely different. formalism. In [Heinsohn, 1991a; Heinsohn, 1992; 
Heinsohn, 1991 b] a probabilist.ic extension of terminologicallogics is proposed that main-
tains the original performance of terminological logics of drawing inferences in a hierar-
chy of terminological definit.ions. It, however, enlarges the range of applicability to real 
world domains determined not only by definitional, but also by uncertain knowledge (aris-
ing with, e.g., "typical" properties) which can be modeled on t.he basis of t.he language 
construct "probabilistic implication". To guarantee (terminological and probabilistic) 
consistency, several requirement.s have to be met. Moreover, these requirements allow 
implicitly existent (probabilistic) relationships, including knowledge about exceptions. to 
be inferred. 
Planning and Abduction under Uncertainty As argued in [Andre and Rist, 1992], 
for the automatic generation of ililistrated documents a plan-based approach is adequate. 
However, because of t.he presence of several kinds of incompleteness and uncertainty also 
the inferences that al~ow t.o reaS011 about ,dans have to cope wi th t.hese phenomena. Belo\V, 
we give an overview of t.he work that has recently been done in the areas of pLanning 
under 7lncertainty and (weighled) abdllcliue techniques. In the framevvork of the PPP 
project abduction can be characterized as a method for finding, for-inst.ance, the "best." 
explanation for an int.eractioll that. has been performed by a user during presentation. 
For the task of abdll.ction. 1:11. lhe ]Jl'eSe7lCE 0/ uncel'tain knowledge, proposals have recently 
been made by Appelt and Pollack [A ppelt and Pollack, 1990], Charniak and Shimony 
[Charniak and Shimony, 1990], Poole [Poole, 1991; Poole, 1988], ancl Peng and Reggia 
[Peng anel Reggia, 1990], for illstance. In their approach of "weighted abdllction" Appelt. 
2Brachman [Brachman, 1990] r.onsiders "probabilit.y anel st.atist.ics" as one of I.he "pot.ent.ial highlights" 
in knowledge represent.at.ioll. 
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and Pollack assign weighting factors to all literals in the premise of a rule for being able 
to single out the "best" hypotheses. These factors are used to compute the assumption 
cost of literals, and in the abductive procedure the assumption set with the lowest cost 
is preferred. Similarly, the model of Charniak and Shimony is based on a probabilis-
tic semantics for cost-based abduction. The basis of Poole's work is the examination of 
(default) logics and non-monotonic formalisms in the framework of abduction. In [Pooie, 
1991] he presents a framework for H;orn-clause abduction, including probabilities associat-
ed with hypotheses. His main contribution is in finding a relationship between logical and 
probabilistic notions of evidential reasoning. Peng and Reggia [Peng and Reggia, 1990] 
(see [Thagard, 1991] for a book review) consider abduction as the generation and com-
parative evaluation of explanations for a set of facts. Apart from analyses they provide 
a computational theory of abductive inference in medical diagnosis. It is import.ant to 
mention that abductive techniques are also inherently present in so me numerical methods 
for handling uncertainty such as belief networks introduced by Pearl. Also there exists 
a close relationship between the incompleteness and uncertainty of knowleelge and the 
non-monotonicit.y in reasoning. For an overview about abduction in a logical vif. U' and 
respective references we recommend [Merziger, 1992]. Complexity analyses of abduction 
can be founel in [Bylaneler d o'l., 1991]. 
The central element of the book [Wellman, 1990] is the formulation of tradeoffs in plo17ning 
unrler nnce1'tuinty. In particular, Wellman presents his SUDO-Planner, a program t hat 
formldat.es tradeoffs by constructing decision models from a multilevel knowledge-base of 
qualit.ative relations. A langllage für planning with statistics is provided by rvlartin and 
Allen. The paper [Martin and Allen, 1991] combines Allen's temporal int.erval reasoning 
wit.h st.atistical inference to facilitate planning using inferences about probabilities. An 
overview abollt t.he recent state of the art in "reasoning about plans" is given in [Allen 
cl ul., 1991b]. Shanahan [Shanahan, 1989] analyses the relations between deductive and 
abcluctive techniques. 
An analysis of t.he proposals maele in t.he area of planning and abduction under uncer-
taint.y visualizes that it. is necessary t6 clarify in general the relationships and conceptual 
differences of nllmerical and logical approaches for both abeluction anel planning in order 
to proviele an a.ppropriate illt.egrated formalism which aims at supporting presentation 
planning and explanation finding in the PPP project. 
3.2.4 Efficient Inference Mechanisms 
While t.he main problems in designing knowledge represent.at.ion emd reasoning systems 
t.o support multimedia presentation syst.ems are of conceptual nature, considerations of 
efficiency cannot be cOl11pletely ignored. Indeed, most reasoning services t.hat are needecl 
to support, for inst.ance, multimedia present.ations are compllt.at.ionally intractable in 
the \vors~ case. Nevertheless, it is necessary to guarantee some level of performance for 
the cases that occur in practice. This issue has been recently recognized as important. 
as demonstrated by explicit sessions on computational complexity and tractability in 
AI conferences anel by workshops on t.his topic, for instance, the AAAI'92 workshop on 
tracli1hility [AAAI-WS, 1992] allCl the llpcoming AAAI 93'Spring Symposium on \P-hard 
prohlf'l11s in Ar. 
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A quite detailed investigation of reasoning with t.erminological logics has shown that this 
kind of reasoning is intractable for all reasonably powerful terminological logics [Donini 
et af., 1991a; Donini et uf., 1991b]. Worse still, restricting the logic to be of "minimal" 
expressivity leads to a NP-hard inference problem provided we allow for the definitions of 
new concepts-something which is supported in all implemented representation systems 
supporting terminologicallogics [Nebel, 199Gb]. 
Turning to temporal reasoning, a similar picture evolves. Planning is, of course, a kind 
of reasoning that is quite difficult as has been recently shown for a number of different. 
planning models [Bylander, 1991a; Bylander, 1992; Erol et af., 1992; Gupta and N au, 
1992] and severe restrictions on the quality of fhe solution and/or the allowable forms 
of action rules are necessary to guarantee tractability [Bylander, 1991a; Bäckström and 
Nebel, 1992a; Seiman, 1992]. However, even less ambitious modes of temporal reasoning 
such as computing the implied ordering of event.s given a description in terms of interval 
relations following [Allen, 1983] is an NP-complete problem [Vilain et uf., 1989]. Also 
computing consequences of actions in a comparably simple setting or validating a given 
plan is a difficult problem [Chapman, 1987; Dean and Boddy, 1987; Dean and Boddy, 1988: 
Nebel and Bäckström, 1992a; Bäckström ancl Nebel, 1992b]. 
Finally, in considering reasoning about beliefs, it. is a well-known fact that. most proposi-
tional logics of beliefs have inference problems that are harder than reasoning in ordinary 
propositional calculus [Garey anel Johnson, 1979: Halpern and Moses, 1992], which is al-
ready an NP-complete problem. Similarly, proposit.ional abduction is a problem t.hat is 
more difficult than orelinary propositional reasoning [Seim an anel Levesque, 1990]. 
Although the above results may be considereel as very discouraging, from a more practical 
point of view they only inclicate that it. is impossible to come up with algorithms t.hat 
are efficient in (LU ca.ses. However, they do not rule out methods that give sat.isficing 
answers in almost all practical cases. While it. woulcl be, of course, desirable to have 
provably efficient reasoning methoc!s [Brachman and Levesque, 1984], this goal is simply 
not achievable in most cases. For this reason, formal computational complexity results 
are often consiclered as non-informative ancl irrelevant. for practical purposes. It shotdcl be 
noteeI, however, that complexity results provicle us with insights into the computational 
structure of a problem t.hat can guicle lIS in cleveloping efficient. reasoning mct.hocls. for 
instance, by concentrating on special cases. 
Efficient reasoning methods for worst-case int.ractable problems sometimes rely on t.he 
fact that in pra.ctice the full expressiveness of a representation formalism is not neeelec!. 
leading ·to the situation that worst cases harelly occur. A prototypical example is the 
above mentioneel problem of terminological reasoning in the presence of concept defini-
tions [Nebel, 1990b]. Although the problem is \\'orst-case intractable, algorithms that are 
usually employecl in implementecl systems clo not encollOter problems in practice. 
This is however a rather unusual situation. Most of the time, some tt·ade-offs along the line 
ofreasoning accuracy or expressiveness have to be macle-which may allow for a satisfying 
overall behavior. Although it is orten clifficult to restrict the expressiveness, sometimes 
non-trivial special cases that are expressive enough for a given application can be solved 
efficiently. For instance, wlrile the temporal projection problem is intractable if e\'ents 
are conditional aocl are partially orclcrecl, restricting events to be lInconditiona.l leads to a 
polynomial problem [Nebel and Bä.ckström, 1992a]. !VfOl·C generally, it is often possible to 
identify parameters of the problem t.hat. can be lIsed in order to give a reasonable aceurat.e 
characterization of the difficul t.y of gi ven problem instances [Cheeseman et ul., 1991; 
Mitchell et 0.1., 1992]. 
Approaches that trade efficiency for accuracy include approximation methods (e.g., [Dean 
and Boddy, 1988; Selman and Kautz, 1991; Bylander, 1991b; Cadoli and Schaerf, 1992]) 
that compute upper and lower bounds on the result, and sound and efficient but in general 
incomplete methods (e.g., [Allen, 1983; van Beek, 1990; van Beek and Cohen, 1990]). 
The main problem with these two methods is a precise characterization of the inference 
capabilities of the system, a problem that can be solved by specifying, for example, a 
set of inference rules t.hat lead t.o a provably polynomial inference problem [Givan and 
McAliester, 1992]. 
Further, probabilistic methods have been recently employed in dealing with problems 
that do not seem to be apr'iori well-suited t.o be solved by such methods. In particular, 
the probabilistic propositional satisfiability procedure GSAT [Selman et (LI., 1992; Selman 
alld Kalltz, 1992] seems to be a promising tool in dealing with ot.her similar NP-complet.e 
problems. For instance, terminologieal inferences in logics with an NP-complet.e inference 
problem seem to be an interesting candidate in t.his context. Also planning problems have 
been tried to solve using probabilistic met.hods wit.h quite promising results [Langley, 1992; 
Kautz and Seiman, 1992; Minton et ul., 1992]. 
Finally, it should be noted that the overall performance of a syst.em does not only depend 
on reasoning methods that are efficient. "in principle," i.e. that run in most. pract.ical cases 
in polynomi(Ll time. It is also necessary to use sophisticated implementat.ion t.echniques 
and algorithms to achieve practical e..fficiency. An empirical invest.igat.ion of terminological 
represent.ation systems, for instance, revealed t.hat there are drastic performance differ-
ences between different. t.erminological represent.ation systems [Heinsohn ef al., 1992a]. By 
carefully tuning one of the slowest syst.ems using advanced algorit.hms and implement.a-
tion techniques [Baacler et ul., 1992bJ it. was shown t.hat these differences were caused by 
parts of the system t.hat. were not. worst.-ca.se int.ractable. 
3.2.5 Retrieval of Multimedia Units 
In addition to generat.ing mult.imedia present.at.ions from scratch, we also aim at retrieval 
and use of existing presentat.ions anel ineoopert.ation of canned multimedia units . . One 
prerequisite for this is a faeility t.bat support.s storing, indexing, and retrieval of such 
multimedia units. For this purpose, we intend to use terminologieal logics sinee they 
provide a flexible description language and a powerful retrieval meehanism exploiting the 
classifieation inference [Nebel and Peltason, 1991; Beck et al., 1989]. 
Similar approaches have been made in t.he i\.rea of managing information about multimedia 
units and software. In the multimedia syst.em ALFresco [Stock, 1991], for instance, the 
termiilOlogical knowledge representatioll system YAK [Franconi e.t ul., 1992] is employed 
for representing domain knowleclge as weil i\.s knowleelge abollt video clips anel pictures. 
This uniform represent.i\t.ion allows to use the VAl< system for the int.erpretation of user 
requests, for ret.rieval of canned 1l1llltil1le:'dia units , anel for expli\ining parts of pietures. 
In thc axea. of software inrormation, thc syst.em th,ü comes clos('s t to our i\pproach is 
LaSSlE (Large Software:' Syste:'nl InrorJnatiOlI Environment) [De\'i\nbu ff ul .. 1991], ",hieh 
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is based on the knowledge representation language I<ANDOR [Patel-Schneider, 1984]. 
LaSSIE incorporates CI large knowledge base, a semantic retrieval algorithm based on the 
classification inference, and a powerful user interface incorporating a graphical browser 
and a natural language parser. LaSSIE primarily intends to process queries about aet.ions 
and, on this basis, to help programmers t.o find useful information about a large software 
system. One basie observation underlying the development of LaSSIE is that adeveloper 
whose task it is to implement, modify, or add a special operation to the system often 
cannot determine if it has already been done. Given this difficulty, programmers, instead 
of reusing existing primitives, often reimplement. Thus, a library of reusable parts is 
required, along- with a helpful access mechanism. Although the application domain of 
LaSSIE is software, the general principles used in this system seem to applicable to the 
task of multimedia management. and ret.rieval. 
The development of LaSSIE is partially based on the work that led to the ARGON syst.em 
[Patel-Sehneider et u[., 1984]. ARGOI\ is an information retrieval system designed for 
use by non-expert users on het.erogeneous knowleclge bases. It. assists users in ret.rieving 
information from its knowleclge base by continually presenting a query and an example 
individual that satisfies t.he query. SimilCl!" t.o LaSSIE, ARGON st.ores information in t.he 
frame-based knowledge representation syst.em KANDOR. 
A model for retrieving software component.s for possible reuse t.hat employes semantic 
nets 01' taxonomie knowledge representCl tion is also proposed in [Prieto-Diaz and Free-
man, 1987]. Prieto-Diaz and Freeman describe a taxonomic domain model for the set of 
data operations embodied in a library of softwctre components, categorized along different 
facets. This domain model is used in query formulation/reformulat.ion. There are so me 
other semantic-net-based syst.ems t.hat are intended to be general-purpose software lihrar-
ians: The AIRS system of Ostert.ag and Hendler [Ostertag and Hendler, 1987] employes 
a heuristic retrieval C11gorithm based on a numerieal conceptual-distance measure that 
has to be specified by the user. \Voods C1nd Somerville [Woods and Somerville, 19S5] use 
conceptual dependency diagrams, the associated query mechanisl11 is based on a set. of 
verbs. For a given verb the conceptllal dependency graph is identified and by prompting 
for further information it. is possible to further narrow t.he search for components. Beside 
LaSSIE and ARGON, none of these systems llse a classification-style inference, ho\\"ever. 
While the LaSSIE approach seems 1.0 be the mosL promising, LaSSIE also has some 
limititat.ion . These, however, C1re mainly caused by the limitations of the underlying 
representation lai1g11age KANDOR. FO\" inst.ance, {Jet 'ions (IHr! plans cannot be adequately 
expressed and handled ,vithin its representational framework, Furt.her, due to certain 
expressive limit.ations made in I<ANDOR to make the classification algorithm faster and 
easier to implement, I(ANDOR is too \\"eak to describe relat.ionships between fillers of 
roles. 
Retrieval, modificat.ion, and reuse of knowledge strlltcures have been also considered at a 
reeent AAAI Spring Symposium [SpringSymp-92, 1992]. Franke [Franke, 1992] argues that 
information regarding st.ructure C1nd behCl\'ior of a mechanism is readily captured in current 
design support syst.ems and methodologies. While strllcture and behavior deseriptions can 
be used to index design modificCltions, FrClnke clClims that a more produet.ive classificCltion 
of design modifications for explClnation C1nd reuse is acltieved via descriptions of purpose 
of these design moclifications. A. respective chssification tf'chnique is int.roclucecl \\"hieh 
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partially orders the space of behavior abst.ractions. The overall goal of Johnson anel 
Feather [Johnson and Feat.her, 1992] is to support the evolution of requirements anel 
specifications for hardware and systems. In the proposed system ARIES the knowledge is 
organized into specialization hierarchies, folders anel domains in order to facilitate reuse. 
The topic of reuse has also been eliscussed in the framework of softwal'e engin eel'ing (see, 
e.g., [Biggerstaff and Perlis, 1989a; Biggerstaff and Perlis, 1989b]) . 
In particular, the reuse of plans has been considered recently as an interesting research 
topic. Plan generation in complex domains is normally a resource and time consuming 
process. One way to improve the efficiency of planning systems is to avoid the repetition of 
planning effort whenever possible. For instance, in situations when the goal ~ecification 
is changed during plan execution or when execution time failures happen, it seems more 
reasonable to modify the existing plan than to plan from scratch again . In the extreme, 
one might go as far as basing the ent.ire planning process on plan modification, a method 
that could be callecl planning f1'01H second 1)1'illciples . 
Instead of generating a plan from scratch, that method tries to exploit knowledge storeel 
in previously generated plans . The current problem instance is llsed to find a plan in a 
plan library that-perhaps after some modification s- can be used to solve the problem 
instance at hand. Current approaches try to integrate methods from analogical or case-
based reasoning to achieve a higher efficiency [Hammond , 1990; Veloso, 1992], integrate 
domain-dependent heuristics [Howe, 1992] 01" investigate reuse in the general conte:-.:t of 
deductive planoing [Koehler, 1992; Biunelo cl al., 1992]. The range of applicability for 
such techniques has not been investigated yet , though [Nebel aod I<oehler. 1992] . 
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4 Previous Work of the Project Team 
We have been engaged in work in the area of multi modal communication for several years 
now, starting with the HAM-ANS ( [Wahlster et al., 1983]) and VITRA systems ([Andre 
et al., 1986], [Herzog et al., 1989]), which automatically create natural language descrip-
tions of pictures and image sequences shown on the screen. These projects resulted in a 
better understanding of how perception interacts with language production. Furthermore, 
we have been investigating ways of integrating tactile pointing with natural language un-
derstanding and generation in the XTRA project ( [Kobsa et al.) 1986], [Wahlster, 1991]) . 
Our work on knowledge representation draws heavily on the experience gained in designing 
knowledge representation tools in the project HAM-ANS [Marburger and Nebel, 1983] 
and on designing of and working with terminological representation systems in the IOT-
BACK project [Nebel and von Luck, 1088], in the J ANUS project [Sondheimer and NebeL 
1986], in the XTRA project [Profitiich, 1990], and in the MESON project [Heinsohn and 
Owsni cki-Klewe, 1988]. In WIP, this experience was used to proviele support in t.he 
area of knowledge represent.ation in the form of adapting anel enhancing existing t.ool s 
and designing anel implementing a system that supports representation of and reasoning 
about actions anel plans. 
Since 1989, we have been concerned with the coordination of text and graphics in t.he 
WIP proj ect. Today, WIP is consielered to be one of the leading projects in the Mea of 
multimodal presentation syst.ems. This is reAected by numerous publications (among oth-
ers two chapters in the first volume on intelligent multimedia interfaces and two articles 
in the AI Journal) and invit.ed talks at major conferences and workshops. The knowledge 
representation work of the WIP group is internationally recognized as being very signifi.-
cant as can be seen from the group's two bool-:s, a number of publications at int.ernational 
con fe rences anel in scientific journals, and invit.eel talks at conferences anel workshops . 
In \-VIP, we have developed a computa tional model for the generation of mult.imodal 
cor:nmllnications (cf. [Wahlst.er et al., 1991 ; Vlahlst.er et al. , 1992a; Andre et ul. , 1992: 
Wahlst.er et al., 1992b]). The basi c principles underlying the WIP project are that t.he 
genera t.ion of all constituents of a multimodal presentation ShOlild start from a common 
representation and that the des ign of a tex t-pictlln~ sequence can be moeleled as a non-
monotonie planning process. 
4.1 Presentation Planning 
For the automatic synthesis of illllst.rated cloCllments, we have designed presentation 
strategies that refel" to bot.h text and picture production. In order to decide between 
several applicable presentation strategies, we have examined how the kind of informa-
tion to be conveyed inftuences mode selection and which communicative functions single 
document parts play in text.-picture combinations. In particular, we have shown that 
most semantic anel pragmatic relatioliships which have been proposed for describing the 
strllcture of texts can be generalized in such a way that. tbey are also appropriate for 
describing the structure of pictures anel text.-picture combinations. To represent tbc pre-
sentat.ion strategies, we follO\veel thc approach proposeel by Moore and colleagues (cf. 
[Moore anel Paris , 1980]) t,o operatioll a li ze RST-theary far text pl a nning . 
For the automatie generation of illustrat.ed documents, the presentation strategies have 
been treated as operators of a planning system (cL [Andre and Rist, 1990b], [Andre and 
Rist, 1990a], [Andre and Rist, 1992]). The presentation planner receives as input a formal 
specification of a presentation goal. The result of the presentation planning process is a 
hierarchicaHy structured plan of the document to be generated. This plan reflects t.he 
propositional contents of the potential document parts, the intentional goals behind the 
parts as weH as rhetorical relationships between them. While the top of the presentation 
plan is a more or less complex presentation goal (e.g., introducing an object or explaining 
how to make coffee), the lowest level is formed by specifications of elementary presentation 
tasks (e.g., formulating arequest or depicting an object) that are directly forwarded to 
the mode-specific design components. 
4.2 Graphics Generation 
When generating illustrations of physical objects, WIP does not rely on previously all-
thored picture fragments or predefilled icons stored in the knowledge base. Rather , we 
start from a hybrid object representat.ion which includes a wireframe model for each ob-
ject. Although these wireframe models, along with a specification of physical attr'ibutes, 
such as surface color or transparency, form the basic input of the graphics generator, the 
design of illustrations is regarded as a knowledge-intensive process that exploits variOllS 
knowledge sources to efficiently achieve a given presentation goal. For example, when 
a picture of an object is requested, we have to determine an appropriate perspective in 
a context-sensitive way (cf. [Rist and Andre, 1990]). In our approach, we distingllish 
between three basic types of graphical techniques. First, there are techniques to create 
and manipulate a 3D object configuration t.hat serves as the subject of the pictllre. For 
example, we have developed a techniqlle to spat.ially separate the parts of an object in or-
der to construct an exploded view. Second, we can choose among several techniques t.hat 
map the 3D subject onto its depiction. For example, we can constrllct either a schematic 
line drawing or a more realistic looking picture llsing rendering techniques. The third 
kind of t.echnique operates on the picture level. For example, an object depiction may 
be annot.ated with a label, or picture part.s may be colored in order to emphasize them. 
The task of the graphics designer is then to select anel combine these graphical techniques 
according to the presentation goal (cf. [Rist and Andre , 1992b], [Rist and Andre. 1992a]) . 
The result is a so-called design plan which can be .transformed into execlltable instructiolls 
of the graphics realizat.ion component . This component relies on the 3D graphics package 
S-Geoinetry and the 2D graphics software of t.he Symbolics window system. 
4.3 Text Generation 
WIP's text generator is baseel on the foni1alism of tree adjoining gral1lmars (TAGs). In 
particular, lexicalized TAGs with unification are used for the incremental verbalization of 
logical forms produced by the presentation planner (cf. [Harbusch, 1990; Schauder, 1990: 
Harbusch et al., 1991; Finkler and Schauder, 1992]). The grammar is dividecl into an LD 
(Iocal dominance) and an LP (linear prececlence) part so that the piecewise construct.ion 
of synt.act.ic constit.uenls is sepa.rat.ed from t:heir linearizat.ion accorcling t.o word order 
rules (cL [Finkler amI Neul1lann, 1989]). 
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The text. generator uses a TAG parser in a local anticipation feedback loop (cf. [Jameson 
and Wahlster, 1982]). The generator and parser form a bidirectional system, i.e. , both 
processes are based on the same TAG. By parsing a planned utterance, the generat.or 
makes sure that it does not contain unintended structural ambiguities. 
As the TAG-based generator is used in designing illustrated documents, it has to generate 
not only complete sentences, but also sentence fragments such as NPs, PPs, or VPs, 
e.g., for figure captions, seetion headings, picture annotations, or itemized lists. Given 
that capability and the incrementality of the generation process, it becomes possible to 
interleave generat.ion with parsing in order to check for ambiguities as soon as possible. 
We have explored different domains of locality for such feedback loops and trying to relate 
them to resource limitations specified in WIP's generation parameters. One paramet.er of 
the generation process in the current implementation is the number of adjoinings allowed 
in a sentence . This parameter can be used by the presentation planner to control the 
syntact.ic complexity of the generated utterances and sentence length. If the number 
of allowed adjoinings is smalI, a logical form that. can be verbalized as a single complex 
senten ce may lead t.o a sequence of simple sentences. The leeway creat.ed by this parameter 
can be exploited for mode coordination. For example, constraints set up by t.he graphics 
generator 01' layout. manager call force delimitation of sentences, since in a good design, 
picture breaks should corresponcl to senten ce breaks, and vice versa (cf. [McKeown and 
Feiner, 1990]). 
4.4 Constraint-based Layout 
In order t.o communicate generat.ed informat.ion t.o the user in an adequate manner. we 
have integrated L(lyL(lv, an automat.ic layout manager, into t.he cascacled architecture 
of the WIP system (see also [Gra.f, 1991; Graf and Maaß, 1991; Graf, 1992]). In order 
to achieve a coherent output, t.his mult.imedia layout. component. is able to reftect certain 
semantic and pragmati c relations specifieel by a presentat.ion planner to arrange the \'isual 
appearance of a mixt.ure of text. anel grapiIics fragment.s delivered by the meelia-specific 
generators, i.e., to determine the size of t.he layout objects and the exact coordinates for 
positioning t.hem on the document page. 
WIP's presenlation design process tl'eats t.be layout problem as a constraint satisfa ction 
problem. So, the design of an aesthetically pleasing layout is characterized as a combi-
nation of a general search problem in a finite discrete search space and an optimization 
problem. Therefore , we have integrat.ed two dedicated constraint solvers, an incremental 
hierarchy solver amI a finit.e domain sol ver, in a layered constraint. sol ver model CLA Y, 
which is triggereel froIll a common metalevel by rules and defaults, in order to position 
the individual fragment.s on a graphie design grid . The underlying constraint language 
is able to encode graphical design knowledge expressed by semantic/pragmatic, geomet-
rical/topological, and temporal relat.ions. Furt.hermore, this mechanism allows us to pri-
oritize the constraints as weil as to handle constraint solving over finite domains. As 
graphical conslraints frequently have only local effects, they are incrementally generatecl 
by the LayLab system on the f-ty . Beside the constraint-based positioning component 
(cf. [Maaß, 1992]), the architect.ure of the LayLab syst.em includes an automatie grid 
generator, an intell igc lt!, typographer, amI an i ntcraction handler (cf. [Soet.opo,) 992] ). 
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4.5 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning 
Most of the representation of domain knowleclge in WIP is based on terminologicallogics. 
As far as only static knowledge about objects and their structure is concerned, "conven-
tional" terminological representation systems are appropriate for this task. The KRIS 
system [Baader and Hollunder, 1991J which we employed in WIP, however, turned out 
to be inadequate in two respects. First, the interface to the application did not provide 
the required functionality. Second, the system was orders of magnitudes slower than oth-
er systems [Heinsohn el al., 1992a; Heinsobn el al., 1992cJ. Both of these shortcomings 
stern from the fact that the system was only intended t.o be an experimental testbed for 
subsumption algorithms. As We were able to-show, these limitations were not inherent to 
the general approach [Baader el al., 1992b]. As a side effect of this work, a specifkation 
of a common terminologicallanguage has been developed jointly with the WINO project, 
which has become part of the KRSS st.andard effort for terminological representation sys-
tems, which is one of t.be project.s of tbe "DARPA Knowledge Sharing Effort" [Patil et 
0.1., 1992J. On the theoretical side, a !lumber of existing feat.ures and possible extensions 
of terminological logics were explored anel ana.lyzed hom a computational and logical 
point of view [Nebel, 1990b; Nebel, 1991: Nebel and Smolka, 1991; Baader el (LI., 1992a; 
Heinsohn and Hollunder, 1992J. 
Since terminological representation formalisms are only aimed at representing categorical 
knowledge, but it is often also necessary to represent knowledge that is uncertain and/or 
vague, an integration of probabilistic approaches and terminological approaches appears 
to be desirable. Based on research t.hat bas been carried out in the area of representing 
uncertain and vague knowledge [Kruse et ul. , 1991; Heinsohn anel van Loon, 1988], we 
have designed an extension to terminological formalisms, the ji:mguage ALCP, tbat allows 
the representation of and reasoning about uncertain knowledge in terminological repre-
sentation syst.ems [Heinsobn, 1991a; Heinsohn , 1992]. While this work has been purely 
theoretical up to llOW , we ant.icipate an illlpiementat.ioll ancl application of this approacb 
in the PPP project. 
Another extension of terl11inological representation formalisms that proved necessary was 
an extension that supports the represent.ation of actions anel plans in order to adequately 
represent operat.ing inst.ructions. In order to support tbe presentation planning and gener-
ation task, new reasoning services such as computing the feasibility of a plan anel the stat.e 
of affairs after executing part of a plan have been implemented [Heinsohn et 0.1., 1992b; 
Hei~1sohn el ([,1., 1991J. So me of t.he theoretical problems associated with these reasoning 
services, such as comput.ing the consequences of a plan. have been investigateel in [Nebel 
anel Bäckström, 1992a; Nebel anel Bii ckström, 1992bl, sho\\'ing that this problem is not 
as harel as ot.her aut.bors have claimecl. 
5 Research Plan 
5.1 Presentation Planning and Design 
In PPP we view t.hc design of a 1ll11ltinwdia docllment as CI non-monotonie proeess that 
includ cs varioll s revisions o[ pre lilllill (ll'.\" rcs lIlts and negot iati o Jls hetwee ll tb c system allel 
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the user. 
Reactive Planning When planning presentations, unexpect.ed situations may arise 
that require the system to revise the initial plan. Such revisions might be due to new high 
priority goals in the back-end system or the addressee's reaction to the output generated 
so far. In PPP, we will rely on work on encoding reactive behavior and represent reactive 
plans (i.e., plans that consist of reactions to possible situations) in the RAT formalism. 
However, we will not only store reactions for possible situations in advance, but also 
examine how reactions to unexpected situations can be computed at execution time. 
These investigations will provide the basis for the extension of WIP's RST-based planner 
to a reactive planner. To enable immediate reactions to unexpected situations, planning 
and execution will be interleaved. 
Planning Presentation Acts 'PPP does not. only synthesize documents, but also plans 
how to present this material to various users. This means, we have not only to define 
plan operators for generating tbe material to be presented, but also plan operators for 
planning presentat.ion acts. In 'PPP, thc processes for planning the presentation and 
planning tbe presentation acts will be int.erleaved t.o handle the dependencies between 
them. An interesting subproblem wben planning presentation acts is to coordinate them 
temporally. To accomplish this task, we will extend t.be presentation planner developed 
in WIP by temporal constraints that will be propagated during the planning process. 
Dialogue Planning In contI·ast t.o WIP, PPP supports user interaction during the 
multimodal presentation. Instead of relying on a sophisticated natural language analysis 
cornponent, we offer tbe user a comfortable hypermedia interface. However, such an 
interface requires a system to underst.and the presentations it produces. For example, to 
interprete pointing gest ures referring to pict.ure parts, tbe system has to know what the 
pict.ure presents. To avoid tbe generat.ion of inconsistent or incoherent output, PPP has 
to record all its design elecisions during the generat.ion process. In addition to t.his, it 
will also bave t.o keep t.rack of the user's allel t.he system's dialogue acts. To interpret the 
llser's feedback, tbe system will rely on cont.ext.-sensitive disambiguation heuristics. 
In WIP, we planned the content and t.he struct.ure of a multimodal document. In PPP 
we will go beyond this and plan both tbe content of a presentation and conversat.ional 
moves in a multimodal environment. Consequently, we need not only plan operators to 
formalize content planning, but also discourse operators for conversational moves, such 
a.s interruptions, returning to a previously mentionecl topic, checks, confirmations, etc. 
In PPP we will examine several kinds of dialogues in order to find out how tbe)' are 
structurecl. These studies will then provide a basis for defining discourse plan operators. 
Hypergraphies The automatic generation of hypergraphics is a new issue arising from 
the need for interactive present.ations in 'PPP. As illustrated in Section 2.2.2 it is quite 
useful to allow user interaction on a generat.ed graphics, e.g, by clicking on an object 
depiction t.o obtain more information about that entity. In PPP, follow-up questions on a 
grapbics can trigger passive and interact.ive presentation strategies. A passive presentation 
strateg)' to elaborate a picture part cO\lld be Cl textual explanatio\l (as in an orclinaiy 
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hypertext system), a further graphics, or a new text-picture combination presented by 
'PPP. In contrast to this, PPP's interactive presentation strategies involve the user in the 
explanation process. For example, in order to inform a user about certain object properties 
the user may be requested to zoom and pan on a particular part, to scroll a graphics in a 
window, or to simulate a walk-around by continously changing the viewing specification. 
To cope with interaction on graphics we have to maintain an explicit representation of 
the surface structure and the semantics of a graphics on display. In PPP, a propositional 
picture description will be built up during the graphics generation process. 
There is also a technical dimension when producing graphical output. From our experience 
with commercial-graphics software we know that there is no ideal graphics tool avai1able 
on the market that meets all the requirements a system like PPP demands. Consequently, 
we also will have to address problems like adaptation, integration and augmentation of 
graphics tools at hand. 
Controlling the Animated Presenter As elaborated in Section 2.2.1 the planning 
of presentation acts is one of the central research topics in PPP. In order to demonstrate 
and evaluate our results, we need a component that realizes planned presentation acts 
in a natural way. In PPP, we will use an animated charact.er that plays the role of a 
presenter showing, commenting and explaining the generated material. It. is clear that 
within the PPP project we ca.nnot aim at sophisticated character animation; this is a hard 
and complex task in its own right and has been a hot topic for several years no\,V in t he 
computer graphics community. Rather, we will rely on a simple 2D icon-based character 
and concentrate on synchronizing some animated pointing gest ures with natural language 
output. 
Layout of Interactive Multimedia Presentations While our previous work in \VIP 
has concentrated on automatically generated grids and constraint formalisIlls for support-
ing the layout design of static text-picture presentations, the PPP system will be enriched 
by further media including informational graphics (e,g., charts, diagrams) anel dynamic 
as well as canned presentation parts (e.g., animation, hypermedia) . So, a layout manager 
designed for PPP will be concerned with arranging the generateel multimedia output as 
weil as managing the interface t.o the user and the application. As we have proven in 
\VIP, constraint processing techniques provide an elegant mechanism to specify layout 
requirements in graphical environments as well as to declaratively state design-relevant 
knowledge about heterogeneous geometrical relationships, characterizing properties be-
tween different kinds of multimedia items that can be maintained by the underlying 
system. Therefore, we will generalize the constraint-based approach used in WIP towards 
dynamic interactive layout design. 
Editing of Incrementally Laid Out Presentations In PPP we will allow the us-
er to tailor the interface to his needs by editing incrementally laid out presentations, 
changing default layout schemata interactively or working on virtual displays . We \\'ill 
address these goals through the extension of an existing incremental constraint hierarchy 
sol ver with regard t.o dynamic layout tasks. Here, we have to consider the fact, that in 
interactive graphical environments, not only the constraint hierarchy changes frequently. 
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but the constraint sol ver l11ust oe cavable of finding solutions without reducing the direct 
manipulation responsiveness. Another important topic will be concerned with the rep-
resentation of layout stereot.ypes allel the use of multimedia units retrieved from a 'case 
library' (see also Chap. 5.2). 
Animated Layout Animating layout is an area of active research that is mostly based 
on experiences gained from algorithm visualization. In PPP animated multimedia pre-
sentations can enhance the effectiveness alld expressiveness of both, the visualization of 
the incremental layout process and dynamic application scenarios, such as configuration 
tasks, process monitoring anel viewing the dynamics of simulations. So, one of our efforts 
wilfbe concerned with the evaluation of current work on animating layout of multimedia 
presentations in order to realize the fiow layout technique for 2D graphics in our appli-
cation domain. Constraints will be useful to describe the appearance and structure of 
multimedia items as weil as how those items evolve over time. Thus, the layout of pre-
sentations including animation requires an extension of the exploited constraint language 
by introducing temporal constraints ancl mechanisms for satisfying them. 
5.2 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning 
Extensions of the RAT system and Plan Monitoring In the WIP project , term i-
nologicallogics have !wen successfully employed for the purpose of representing knowledge 
about the domain anel they have served as a base for extensions, such as modelling plans 
a.ncl actions. We int.eud t.o use terminological logics also in PPP, in particular , ,ve \\·ill · 
further use the KRIS syst.em and our extension RAT, which has been built on t.op of 
KRIS . 
As the requirements of the PPP syst.em with respect to knowledge re presentation and 
reasoning about knowledge will go beyond those of the WIP system, the RAT formalism 
developed alld used in \,yIP l11ust he extencled in various ways. The lanuguage provided 
by RAT currently support.s ollly at.omic actions and linear sequences. In order to allo\\" 
for the represent.ation of more cOl11plex plans, it should include additiollal constructs as o 
e.g., partially ordered actions , simultaneous actions, condit.iona.\s, (\Hd complex temporal 
orclerings of plan steps like those of Allen. 
In order to achieve a firm elesign of an extended RAT formalism, existing approaches 
dealing with actions anel plans will be studieeI. In t.he area of plan synthesis and recogni-
tion various at.tempts have been maele to enrich the representation formalisms to handle 
plans more complex t.han linear seqllences of actions. These formalisms, however, are 
not cOllpled with terminological logics anel most of them aeld only one new aspect of 
plan compositions whereas the new RAT formalism must. comprise all the above men-
tioned constructs . For example, when combining non-linear plans and the possibili ty of 
simlllt.aneous actions new problems may arise. In order to provide a theoretically \\"ell-
fOllnded approach, we will stucly the existing approaches carefully anel design an extendeel 
RAT-langllage . 
Another aspect of tll e nf'W RAT system is new inference services whieh are callsed by the 
new reqllirements of PW. For instance, the validation of a plan execlltion with respen to 
the abstract. el escript,ion of a pla,1l will be one of the tasks of RAT. This problem will arise 
especially when monitoring the user's execut.ion of apresented dOIrain plan. The user's 
actions and their effects must. be mirrored by assertions in RAT's assertional knovvledge 
base. Additionally, external events which may occur during tbe execution must be taken 
into account because they may effect tbe further execution of a plan. 
Uniform Representation of Domain and Presentation Plans One of the objec-
tives of PPP is to have a single formalism for the representation of knowledge about the 
domain plans as weil as about the presentation plans. Therefore these two knowledge 
sources will be modeled using the RAT formalism. This includes on the one hand knowl-
edge concerning the different application dorriains and temporal and causal relationships 
in these domains andon the ot.her hand knowledge concerning strategies to present this 
knowledge to the user. Since the represent.ation of presentation strategies requires a more 
powerful representation formalism than current.ly offered by KRIS, in particular, it is 
necessary to dea.! wit.h modal belief operators, a necessary prerequisit.e for t.his task is an 
evaluation of t.he reasoning requirements in t.his context. 
Reasoning about Beliefs Present.at.ion planning in the PPP syst.em is based on a 
tbeory of beliefs anc! int.ention similar 1.0 the one described in [Cohen andLevesque, 
1990]. In part.icular, tbe planning process aims at satisfying goals of t.he form "the user 
should know . .. " In the WIP project, reasoning about the user's beliefs has beeil already 
dealt with, however, in a limitecl form. \Ve anticipat.e a number of necessary extensions 
and generalizations which are necessa.ry t.o support this kind of reasoning in the broader 
context of PW. We will try to meet this goal by adapting existing solutions. One 
possibility may be t.o employ t.he modal ext.ension of terminological logics developed by 
Ohlbach [Ohlhach, 1992]. Ho\\"ever, it is not. yet clear whether this extension will be 
efficient enough anel, more import.ant.ly, will be ready 1.0 be used. For this reason, and 
because tbe representat.ion of beliefs in t.he cont.ext of presentat.ion planning does not. 
seem t.o require a cOl11pletely gf'neral form of reasoning about. beliefs, we will also explore 
syntactic variant.s of reasoning about beliefs [I<onolige, 1986], which promises t.o be more 
efficient. than general methoc\s as t.h c ones proposecl by Ohlbach. 
A new problem t.h,lt !l as t.o Iw aelclressecl ill the context. of reactive present.ation planning 
is tbe problem oi" lnhrf lfPlS/()II. Sillee criticisI1l or follow-up questions of the user inclicate 
tbat SOll1e of thc cOll1ll1unicative goals of the presentation plan have not been achievecl, it 
is necessary t.o revise t.he beliefs concerning the user's heliefs. Alt.hougb the belief revision 
problem bas been extensively stuelied in recent years [Gärdenfors, 1992], it is not yet clear 
whether it is possible to generalize the results t.o a context in a str"aightforward way, where 
beliefs about beliefs are revisecl. St.art.ing wit.b the results acbievecl in the area of belief 
revision, we will invest.igat.e this problem . 
Uncertainty Tbe language ALCP designeel in t.he WIP project allows uncertainty·in 
terminological logics t.o be elealt wiLb anel can be applied to model t.he typical (in tbe 
stat.ist.ical int.erpret.ation) beha\"ior of users of t.echnical environments or t.o quant.ify pref-
eren ces in choosing act.ions ancl plans, for instance. However, several C[\lestions concerning 
t.he applicat.ion of sllch an extenclecl t.enninological framework in the PW project remain 
and l11ust Iw considered in 1110r<-' deta.il: \Vhile t.he above approach allows the 111Qcleling of 
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generic knowledge with a statistical interpretation and the drawing of inferences on the 
basis of terminological and statistical knowledge, several other uncertaint.y phenomena 
exist. An important one is related to the consideration of individual beliefs that require 
an extended assertional formalism. 
Besides the task of implementing and extending ALCP, we have to note that uncertain and 
incomplete knowledge does not only exist in terms of facts but also in relation to actions 
and plans in the case of both domain modeling and presentation planning. Further , the 
automatie constmint-based layout is also infiueneed by design eriteria that are "weighted" 
to allow for an optimal layout of multimedia doeuments in different situations-a proeess 
that has to be be supported by an appropriate lIneertainty model. 
Efficient Inference Algorithms Certain inference procedures that are needed in our 
applications are inherently worst-case intractable. Although good implement at ion t.ech-
niqlles and clever algorithms can reduce the "average" runtime in most cases, there is the 
problem of designing methods that are provably fast or simply fast.er than ot.her compara-
ble methods. Our main emphasis will be on designing efficient methods for subsumption 
computation. Since approximation met.hods and probabilistic approaehes have recently 
been shown to give quite satisfying results for a nllmber of different problems, we will apply 
these methods in order to design new algorithms for subsumption/satisfiability computa-
tion in terminologicallogics. One particular point we will focus on is the computation of 
satisfiability for feature structures, which is of relevance because it is an import.ant repre-
sentation structllre lIsed in RAT and has relevance in the area of unificat.ion grammars. 
Due to the latter, we intend t.o cooperate with DISCO on this topic . 
Retrieval of Multimedia U nits From the viewpoint of information retrieval. ter-
minological languages have several advantages: they allow the description of classes of 
objects with complex relational structure, they allow the handling of taxonomies. and, 
most important, they provide classificat.ion as key inference. By classifying descriptions of 
multimedia units, e.g., the most specific instances associated with the descript.ion can be 
retrieved . In order to support 'inteT'a.ctive Tetrieval, a "query by example" interface must 
be developed that will allow to process Cjueries, to present sampie individuals that sat.isfy 
the qllery, and, depending on the precision of the answer, to generalize 01' t.o specialize the 
C}lIery. In addition, in order to allow program interaction bet.ween the different modules of 
the PPP system, syntax anel semanties of a queT'!} language for terminological information 
ret.rieval have to be developed. 
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